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Hospital here
investigating
missing cash
Pharmacist admitted to
taking $25,000; has since
repaid amount to MCCH
tipped off about the incident from
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
another employee who found out
Staff Writer
the pharmacy's cash was being misA Murray-Calloway County stated.
Hospital pharmacist was fired this
A further investigation would be
week after she admitted taking up to the county attorney or com$25,000 from her department.
monwealth attorney, depending on
No charges have been filed whether prosecutors see it as severagainst Annette Owen. who had al misdemeanor counts of lesser
worked at the hospital for 15 years. amounts or one large embezzleShe was fired Tuesday and has since ment, Rollins said.
repaid the $25,000. The hospital is
Misdemeanor charges have a
continuing to investigate the inci- one-year statute of limitation.
dent.
"It's my understanding this has
CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy said been going on for a period of time
hospital officials are trying to deter- — a long period of time," Rollins
mine the exact amount and time said. "It's my understanding that the
frame by analyzing monthly and money was taken in small amounts
annual financial statements from over a period of time."
the pharmacy.
O'Shaughnessy said he would
"She made restitution to what leave the decision to prosecute to
she indicated she took, biA we're the commonwealth attorney and
still investigating," O'Shaughnessy seek advice from the hospital's
said. "That's what the employee attorney, Chip Adams.
claimed and we're only partially
The CEO said she had no history
through the process to what hap- of trouble at the hospital.
pened monetarily."
"From an organizational perMPD Capt. Eddie Rollins said spective, my responsibility was to
Murray Police interviewed Owen protect the employees and the finanTuesday after hospital officials con- cial resources," O'Shaughnessy
tacted the department.
said. "The hospital recognizes a
"We were involved in the inves- weakness in our fiscal controls and
tigation," Rollins said. "She con- we are taking immediate steps to
fessed to taking the money and make sure this doesn't continue to
agreed to pay it back."
happen."
O'Shaughnessy said he was
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Ky. 68/80 section moving west into Graves County
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Earlier this year, quite a bit of attention was
given to the opening of the first section of the
new Ky. 68/80 highway that, when finished, will
create better access to surrounding areas and
Murray.
That first section extends nearly eight miles
from U.S. 641 North to Ky. 94 near Elm Grove
east of Murray. The second section that will continue the new highway to Aurora in Marshall
County is expected to be completed later this
year.
Meanwhile, not much has been said about
what is happening to the west, where another section will eventually present motorists with a more
direct route to Mayfield. Slowly and very quietle
ly, though, this is being changed as a six-mi
n
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in
ngton
Farmi
of
west
just
area from
Graves County extending into extreme western
Calloway County is in its first stages of being
formed.
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"What you do there is raise the dirt up in
places and, with others, you cut it down. You just
try to balance it out in the most economical wa%
you can," he said, explaining that this is performed in a way that will not cause ground shifting in areas adjacent to the highway.
"We've also got two sets of bridges we're
working on. along with installing drainage
pipes," Gray added. "With things the way the
are now, we should be done with that part in late
September."
After that, though. things may become stagnant. Mike Goins. the cabinet's public informa-
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By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
Blue mold has- hit .Kentucky
tobacco farmers hard, reaching epidemic levels in some counties.
Some counties, except Calloway
County.
Of Kentucky's 120 counties,
only 13 of them. including
Calloway, are not under a blue mold
warning or watch.
Lloyd Weatherly, Calloway
County Extension Agent for
Agriculture and Natural Resources,
said there is no way of knowing if
the county will be affected by the
disease.
"We just have to wait and see,"
he said. "It depends on a number of
factors — wind current, environmental factors — as to whether it
will get over this way."
Weatherly said the blue mold
disease started in central Kentucky
several months ago and is thought to
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"That's encouraging for sure. It's not a- large
thing, certainly, but this shows they're still following through with the plan and progressing
.
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Progress is indeed slow. though. Jim Gray,
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Coldwater — began in March 2003 but has experienced many delays, primarily due to weather.
"That is where your slow stages do come,"
Gray said, noting that 2004 has not offered too
positive of conditions. "It has hurt us a bit, but
they're still doing pretty well out there, considering. These kinds of projects usually take two
summers to complete."

NC State University photo
have been brought up in air currents
from the southwest.
Although blue mold has not hit
Calloway County, it has affected
some nearby counties. One bordering county is under a blue mold
warning.
Farmers in Christian and Todd
counties claim to have found active
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Report: CIA's prewar analysis false,
and problems haven't been fixed
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
scathing indictment of the nation's
intelligence services. a Senate report
concluded Friday the CIA provided
false and unfounded assessments of
the threat posed by Iraq that the
Bush administration relied on to justify going to war.
Following release of the findings
of a yearlong inquiry by the Senate
Intelligence Committee, the panel's
Republican chairman said Congress
might not have approved the Iran
war had lawmakers known the truth.
The committee's top Democrat
said he had no doubt: There resolution authorizing war would not have
gotten the sweeping approval, if the
threat had been understood.
The report, which was highly
critical of departing Director George
Tenet, said the CIA kept key information from its own and other agencies' analysts, engaged in "group
think" by failing to challenge the
assumption th4 Iraq had weapons
of mass destruction and allowed
President Bush and Secretary of
State Colin Powell to make false
statements.
"Most. if ndt all of these problems, stem from a broken corporate
culture and poor management" —
which won't he fixed simply by giving the agency more money or people, the report said.
Although senators from both parties agreed in harshly criticizing the
, MIIRRAI
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CIA Deputy Director John McLaughlin answers questions during a news conference at CIA headquarters Friday in Langley,
Va.
CIA. Democrats and Republicans
clashed over whether Bush administration officials had pressured intelligence analysts to overplay the Iraq
threat. Democrats said there was
pressure; Republicans said there
were tough questions but no inappropriate influence.
Democrats also said the investigation should have examined
whether the White House had twisted the intelligence it received — a
second phase of the probe that probably won't be finished until after the
November elections.
Sen. John Kerry, the Democratic
presidential candidate, said, "The
fact is that when it comes to national security, the buck stops at the
White House, not anywhere else."
The report follows more than two
years of criticism of the intelligence
community since the Sept. II
attacks, including calls by people
inside and outside the government
for major changes in the structure of
the intelligence community that was
created after World War II.
Bush called the report a useful
accounting of intelligence agencies'
shortcomings. He defended the
decision to go to war, however, as

well as his prewar assertions about
Sacldam's government and weapons
of mass destruction.
"We haven't found the stockpiles. but we knew he could make
them," Bush said during a campaign
stop Friday in Kutztown, Pa. "The
world is better off without Saddam
Hussein in power."
Tenet has resigned and leaves
office Sunday. His temporary successor, deputy John McLaughlin,
said Friday the agency is learning
from its mistakes and has already
made changes, including adding
reviews from a "devil's advocate"
perspective to all future national
intelligence estimates.
"We get it," McLaughlin said at a
rare news conference at CIA headquarters. "Although we think the
judgments were not unreasonable
when they were made nearly two
years ago, we understand with all
we have learned since then that we
could have done better."
Bush has not yet named a permanent successor for Tenet. The
report's across-the-board criticism
of the CIA could indicate that any
nominee from within the intelligence community would have a
tough time winning confirmation.
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From Front
tion officer, said Friday that there
are no plans for this part of the project at this time. However, he did
say that work is expected to begin
on the section that runs from 641
west to Ky. 299 near Stella sometime next year. The section that will
go from 299 to Ky. 1836 is scheduled to begin in 2006.
This is all dependent. though, on
the state's budget. which still has
yet to be passed from this year's
legislative session. Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's spending plan, geared to
keep the state government running
in place of a budget, went into
effect July I.
"And, right now, it's a little
tough to tell how that's going to
go," Goins said. "With both of
those being state funded, it's kind
of a wait-and-see thing. I'm afraid.
"We are optimistic, though, that
we will complete these projects."
Meanwhile, the second half of
the section from Elm Grove to
Aurora is well on its way to completion. According to Gray, that
section could tentatively be ready
to handle traffic by October as the
wet summer has not had too many
adverse effects.
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Fletcher signs
reorganization
executive order
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Ernie Fletcher signed an executive
order Friday authorizing the reorganization of state government.
The executive order puts into
effect both Phase I and Phase H
modifications proposed by the
Governor's
Blue
Ribbon
Commission on Governmental
Organization and Efficiency.
"I am very pleased to announce
today the next phase of reorganization that will allow us to further
streamline and enhance the services provided by state government."
Fletche said.
The signing of this order signals
the secondary implementation
phase of reorganization.
Governor Fletcher continued,
"As we continue to dig down into
the layers of government, we are
continually finding areas that we
believe can be improved upon and
reorganized. 1 believe that today
announcement will bring us one
step closer in this process."

SherlifKSPLog
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
MI A caller from Hazelnut Lane reported a theft of a collector's pocket
knife at 6:11 p.m. Tuesday.
•Wheels were reported taken from the end of a Dunbar Road driveway
at 6:14 p.m. Tuesday.
II A subject was reported throwing a rock and striking a vehicle at 1:01
p.m. Thursday. A deputy investigated the case.
II A caller from Faxon Road reported at 4:59 p.m. Thursday a woman
entering her residence and possibly stealing medicine about three
weeks ago. A case was opened.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

State police investigating
Mayfield kidnapping attempt
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Kentucky State Police are investigating an attempted kidnapping Friday night in the Mayfield area.
According to a release from KSP Post 1, an unidentified subject attempted to lure a 6-year-old female into his vehicle at approximately 7 p.m.
The suspect was described as a white male, between 40-45 years old,
approximately 5-feet, 10-inches tall and 200 pounds, with black and gray
hair and possibly some facial hair. The suspect was seen driving a late
1980s gray Chevrolet Corsica that was missing the front driver's side hubcap.
Anyone with information on the suspect or vehicle is asked to contact
the state police at 270-856-3721 or 1-800-222-5555.

III Blue Mold •••
From Front

II Buyout ...
disclosed through a sFokesman
VHday that WAX of his,„tojsayits
would benefit, although he did not
say who they were or how much
they would gain.
Noble said the problem with lawmakers' sponsoring or supporting "a
bill that will enrich them or their
family is that it's really impossible
to tell whether they're doing it for
self-interest or for their constituents."
Ken
Cook, president
of
Environmental Working Group. said
lawmakers should have announced
how much money they would
receive under the buyout plan when
the House took up the proposal.
Rep. Lincoln Davis, D-Tenn.,

another supporter of the buyout.
WU- a.lam with his brother on
which tobacco is grown. A
spokesman for Davis said only the
congressman's brother, Ceifer
Davis, would get money from a
buyout.
The
Environmental
Working Group estimates the congressman's brother would get
$29,700.
Some of the lawmakers' tobacco
holdings were reported first
Thursday by The National Journal, a
politics and government weekly
The Senate also has passed a corporate tax bill, but without a tobacco
buyout. Lawmakers hope to merge
the two bills when they return in
September from a five-week recess.
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Wednesday, AIMS math and science students from Murray State took a photo with Gov. Ernie
Fletcher on the steps of Kentucky's Capitol.
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For current information on blue mold and how it is
blue mold on some of their crops. Trigg County is cureffecting Kentucky, visit
rently under a blue mold warning, meaning that it is prewww.uky.edu/Agricultu re/kpn/kybl ue/kyblue. htm.
sumed that spores are in the area and conditions are
favorable for it to spread, according to a University of This Web site it updated regularly. Information
Kentucky agricultural Web site.
includes status reports, a map showing what counThe disease has already affected millions of dollars
ties are under watches and warnings, blue mold
worth of the state tobacco crops, according to The
forecasts, blue mold management and current
Associate Press.
Kentucky agricultural weather.
Blue mold made its way to Calloway County last
year. The impact on the county was minimal, although
Rain and humidity are the perfect conditions for the
some areas of the state were devastated.
growth of blue mold, which is typically spread through
It did not increase and it did not do significant damthe winds from the south and southwest. The disease
age in Calloway County," Weatherly said, adding that
also spreads when farmers transplant infected plants
last summer's infection was the first in many years.
into their fields. Warm, dry weather helps control the
Although plants can be treated once they are infectspread.
ed, treatment is easier and more successful in young
Statewide. only 15 percent of tobacco crops were
plants. Mature plants are harder to treat, Weatherly said,
rated poor or very poor. according to an AP report.
adding that it's too soon in the season to harvest tobacEleven percent of the crops were rated excellent, 52 perco plants. Farmers won't start harvesting until August.
cent were rated good and 22 percent were rated fair.

that "would impact the member in a
direct and distinct''manner rather
than merely as a member of a class,"
according to a letter Jenkins
received from ethics officials.
Nonetheless, there is the appearance of a conflict of interest, said
Larry Noble, head of the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics.
Rep. Ed Whitfield. R-Ky., said
his mother owns a small amount of
tobacco quota. She would get less
than $ I ,000. according the
Environmental Working Group's
database, which is based on
Agriculture Department figures.
Rep. Ben Chandler, D-Ky., also
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ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Almo, Kentucky
Times:
9:50 Sunday Morning; 7:30 each night
July 11-14, 2004(Sunday-Wednesday)
Speaker:
'lladd Walker, Lone Oak, Kentucky
Todd will lead 20-30 minutes of singing,
beginning at 7:30 each night.
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Coal train derails in southern Illinois
BENTON, Ill. (AP) — A train
carrying coal derailed Friday morning as it crossed over Interstate 57 in
southern Illinois, causing the roadway to be closed in both directions,
officials said.
A truck driver suffered minor
injuries when his face was cut by
pieces of glass, said Illinois State
Police Master Sgt. Michael Hooks.
He said there were no other reports
of injuries to anyone else on the
roadway or aboard the train.
The derailment of the Canadian
National Railway Co. train happened about 9:45 a.m., company
spokesman Ian Thomson said.
Thomson said the train of three
locomotives and 136 cars loaded

with coal derailed as it crossed a
bridge over the roadway. He said
eight coal cars fell onto the interstate and four others derailed, but
those did not fall onto the roadway.
It's unclear whether the bridge
over the interstate gave way or the
train simply derailed when it was on
the bridge, he said.
Tom Zerrusen, a district engineer
with the Illinois Department of
Transportation, told the Si. Louis
Post-Dispatch that the bridge
seemed stable, even though a concrete walkway alongside the track
crumbled when the train cars fell.
"There is no problem with the
overhead bridge," Zerrusen said.
"People can use the road as soon As

we can get the coal removed.of
46,
McCoy,
Fleda
onto
d
merge
just
had
o,
Murphysbor
the interstate going south when she
saw the train derail.
She said she saw debris falling
from underneath the bridge before
the train cars fell off.
"It seemed like the track was giving away," McCoy told The
Associated Press in a telephone
interview. "Fragments and pieces of
coal started hitting my car."
She said her car wasn't damaged,
but she was shaken, having stopped
only two car lengths back from the
derailment.
"It was very nerve-racking,
something that sticks with you," she

said.
Thomson said the train was
headed to Paducah, Ky., from East
St. Louis.
State police rerouted traffic on
the road at West Frankfort and
Whittington and an Illinois State
Police dispatcher said the interstate
remained closed Friday night.
the
told
woman
One
(Carbondale) Southern Illinoisan
that the scene — train cars strewn
across the highway and piles of coal
— was unsettling.
"Just the sight of it made me
nervous," said Carla Jones of
Benton. "It was scary to think that
we could have been underneath all
that."
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Pentagon: Some Bush Guard records destro
service to counter Democrats' sugBy The Associated Press
in
— gestions that he shirked his duty
(AP)
WASHINGTON
al Guard.
Nation
Air
Texas
the
could
that
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Military payroll record
Bush was in the Texas Air
more fully document President
National Guard from 1968 to 1973,
Bush's whereabouts during his serv- much of the time as a pilot, but
ice in the Texas Air National Guard never went to Vietnam or flew in
were inadvertently destroyed, combat. Sen. John Kerry of
according to the Pentagon.
Massachusetts, the Democratic
In a letter responding to a free- presidential candidate, is a decoratdom of information request by The ed Vietnam veteran, and some
Associated Press. the Defense Democrats have questioned whether
Department said that microfilm con- Bush showed up for temporary
taining the pertinent National Guard Guard duty in Alabama while workpayroll records was damaged and ing on a political campaign during a
could not be salvaged. The damaged one-year period from May 1972 to
material included payroll records May 1973.
for the first quarter of 1969 and the
Bush had asked to be able to
third quarter of 1972.
transfer temporarily from the Texas
"President Bush's payroll records Guard to an Alabama base during
for those two quarters were among that time so he could work on the
the records destroyed." wrote C.Y. Senate campaign of a family friend.
Talbott, of the Pentagon's Freedom Reports differ on how long he was
of Information and Security Review actually in Alabama, but it's genersection. "Searches for back-up ally believed that he returned to his
paper copies of the missing records Texas unit after the November 1972
election. The White House says
were unsuccessful."
Presidential spokeswoman Claire Bush went back to Alabama again
Buchan said Friday there was noth- after that.
The Pentagon letter was sent in
ing new in the letter. "When we put
out records in February, we indicat- response to an April lawsuit filed by
ed that third-quarter of 1972 records the AP under the federal Freedom of
were lost" when the microfilm was Information Act. That law requires
government agencies to make pubdestroyed, she said.
Guard
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lic information not specifically
perfo
Bush did not
duties during the third quarter of exempted for disclosure.
The letter said that in 1996 and
1972 but "fulfilled his,obligation to
"engaged with
the National Guard in full," Buchan 1997, the Pentagon
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vage deteriorating microfilm."
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g of a segment from
Jeff Smith whips up a meal during the tapin
in Nashville, Tenn.
,"
Feast
the
s
Keep
"The Frugal Gourmet
me public televibeca
who
ter
minis
ded
Smith, a white-bear
a pedophilia scandal
sion's popular "Frugal Gourmet" before
ruined his career, has died.

'Frugal Gourmet' dies at 65
SEATTLE(AP) — Jeff Smith, a
white-bearded minister who became
public television's popular "Frugal
Gourmet- before a sex scandal
ruined his career, has died, his business manager said Friday. He was
65.
Smith died in his sleep
Wednesday, Jim Paddleford said. He
had long suffered from heart disease
and had a valve replaced in 1981.
"The Frugal Gourmet," which
aired on PBS from 1983 to 1997,
wasn't about being cheap, but about
making good food simply.
Wearing his signature striped
apron, he prefaced the show with
history lessons about the culture of
each dish, from Armenian meat pie

to Welsh cakes with currants.
In the 1960s, Smith, a United
Methodist minister, began teaching
a course at the University of Puget
Sound in Tacoma titled "Food as
Sacrament and Celebration."
"The Frugal Gourmet" became
the nation's most-watched cooking
program, and a series of accompanying cookbooks broke sales
records for the category. But in
1997, seven men filed a lawsuit
alleging they had been sexually
abused by Smith as youths.
Smith denied the.allegations and
was never charged with a crime. He
and his insurance companies paid an
undisclosed sum to settle the lawsuit.

KEEP COOL WITH A
GE AIR CONDITIONER
• 6,000 to 24,000 BTU
• All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

OBSTETRICS Tie
•GYNE
Murray Woman's Clinic is pleased to
.
welcome Dr. Kent Hjerpe to the practice
Dr. Hjerpe comes to Murray Woman's
od,
Clinic from a solo practice in Kingwo
TX. His professional interest includes
nd,
obstetrical and gynecologic ultrasou
along with 3-D sonography, operative
laparoscopy, and vaginal surgery.
Dr. Hjerpe's family includes his wife
Tiffany, his daughter Nikki as well as his
son Stephen. They enjoy outdoor
activities and are looking forward to
living in the lakes area
You may call Murray Woman's Clinic

Lava Lava Island
July 12-16
6:30-9:00 p.m. Nightly
Drawing For Boy's & Girl's
Bikes Each Night
Ages 4 through 5th Grade
0536
You may pre-register by calling Usti 752-

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
641 North • Murray

at (270) 753-9300 to schedule an

of.

appointment.

WOMAN S CLINIC
DR. HJERPE HAS JOINED MURRAY

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN
SCHOOL AT DALLAS

MEDICAL

HWESTERN
METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER/U.T.SOUT
MEDICAL CENTER OF DALLAS
OB/GYN
BOARD CERTIFIED BY AMERICAN BOARD OF

III II i

r .1 % 1%

OFFICE HOURS
8Am - 5Pm, MONDAY - FRIDAY
8AM - 1 2 PM, SATURDAY
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC
305 S 8TH STREET

42071
9300
(270) 753MURRAY, KY

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE IN OUR
DRAFFENVILLE AND CADIZ OFFICES
111 .1 11 • t. I

11 I

.

i) 111

OB/GYN
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Stirring up
„memories
of days of
good taste
Our recent reference to old soda
fountains has led to e-mail from 66year-old (as of July 18) Joe
McDonald of Hoffman, NC. He
writes:
"Occasionally, in rare moments.
I will suddenly recollect the taste
that milkshakes had during the
1940's and
1950's when I
was growing up
in Southern
Pines. NC. I can
make a very
good milkshake,
but it really does
not taste like
one would if it
came from the
Sandhills Drug
Store in
By Larry
Southern Pines
McGehee
in 1949.
Syndicated
Whenever I am
Columnist
passing through
a town and I
spot an oldish looking drugstore. I
always stop to see if they have a
soda fountain, and, if they do. I
always order a chocolate milkshake. I am always searching for
that lost flavor, but am always disappointed.
"In addition to the difference in
taste, back then milkshakes were
made thinner than many of the ones
sold to the public today. You could
actually drink it as a beverage with
a sandwich. Now, in most places
you have to eat it with a spoon.
Somebody somewhere apparently
initiated the wrong-headed idea that
the thicker it is the better it will be.
which is obviously not true. (You
are often better off buying a chocolate ice cream cone.)
-The most abominable practice
of all today is the practice of making chocolate milkshakes with
chocolate ice cream. This results
in a bland, fudgy conc tion that
deserves to go straight o the trash
can. The really gt
soda jerks
know that you
to make it with
vanilla ice • am and chocolate
syrup to g t that wonderful chocolate taste that a milkshake should
have. Whenever I am served a
chocolate milkshake made with
chocolate ice cream, I always ask to
speak to the manager, and I gently
try to educate him or her. They
often say that their customers prefer
it with chocolate ice cream. I
always reply that it is because they
simply don't know any better.
They have never tasted a milkshake
from the Sandhills Drug Store in
1949. So. I say to the manager, if
you ask a young person which ice
cream they want in their milkshake,
they will probably stop and think to
themselves,'Well, I really like
chocolate, so I'll just go with the
chocolate ice cream,' which starts
them down a tragically erroneous
path.
"I once met a gentleman who
said that he used to work as a soda
jerk at one of the old drugstores in
Carthage, NC. One thing of interest that he said was that they used
to put a little squirt of vanilla
extract in their chocolate shakes. I
was elated to have this piece of
information and tried it at home at
the next opportunity. It does add a
little something, but did not get me
back to 1949.
"Here are my theories: 11 the
milk back then was un-pasteurized

and may have had a richer, creamier taste that simply cannot be duplicated with the milk available to us
today; 2) by the same token, the
vanilla ice cream back then could
have been richer in taste; 3) the
chocolate syrup may have been different... maybe with a "sharper"
taste? (This is a totally untested
theory and it bears further
research.)
"The Pinehurst Sundry & Soda
Fountain in downtown Pinehurst,
NC makes a wonderful milkshake.
They still make them the old-fashioned way and they are as close as
you are likely to get to the 1949
taste. The kids making the shakes
look like high school students, but
they definitely know what they are
doing behind the counter. This
business has been there in the same
location since at least the mid1950s, and I pray it will long
endure. Most (but not all) Dairy
Queens also make good milkshakes. The one in Rockingham,
NC, gets high marks.
"Most watermelons today also
lack the wonderful sweet flavor
and bouquet of the ones of yesteryear. but that is a story for another
day."
My reply: "I was a soda jerk in
high school days (1950-53). I did
put a dash of vanilla in the shakes,
and you are absolutely correct
about using vanilla ice cream
instead of chocolate! I always put
the ice cream in first, then the
syrup, and save the milk until last.
But milk doesn't taste the same
today as it used to. either. Maybe
the trouble is what they are feeding
cows.(I can taste a real difference
in Alabama pork and Tennessee
pork because Alabama pigs are
peanut-fed.) Sometimes it helps to
top the shake with REAL whipped
cream and stir that into the shake. It
is imperative that the shake be
made in a metal shake can and
drunk from a tall shake glass...no
styrofoam. I'm gotten to where I
now order a chocolate malt instead
of a chocolate shake. The malt also
brings back memories. You are also
very correct about watermelons. I
haven't had a good one — sweet,
homegrown — in 15 years.
Describe a banana split for me as
you recall them. Three scoops or
two? What flavors of ice cream.
What toppings?"
His reply: "I hadt to call on my
wife for help on the banana split
question. but here is the way we
remember it from the old days: I )
it has to be three scoops of ice
cream: vanilla, chocolate, and
strawberry; 2) ice cream is placed
in an oblong dish on a split banana
which must be at just the right stage
of ripeness; 3) toppings are:
pineapple topping, strawberry topping, caramel, chocolate syrup, and
chopped walnuts in syrup.
Sometimes whipped cream and a
cherry might be added, depending
on the establishment."
Joe McDonald is our kind of

guy'
02004, Wottord College, SC
Larry McGehee. professor and
vice president at Wofford, may be
reached by e-mail at
mcgeheelt@wofford.edu

Observation and common sense have told me
for years that there is no relationship between
the amount of money spent on education and
student achievement. Now a new study by the
Cato Institute provides
irrefutable facts that lead to
the same conclusion.
Neal McCluskey, an education policy analyst for
Cato, notes that while federal
spending on education has
ballooned from about $25
billion in 1965 (adjusted for
inflation) to more than $108
billion in 2002, the promise
Cal's
of improved performance in
Thoughts the classroom and better
By Cal Thomas grades remains flat. "Math
Syndicated
and reading scores have stagColumnist
nated," writes McCiuskey,
"graduation rates have flatlined, and researchers have
shown several billion-dollar federal programs to
be failures."
Will that awaken politicians to cut these
failed programs and return education authority to
the states? Not in an election year, it won't,
because politicians believe education is an issue
that gets them votes, even though, as the Cato
study shows, they have failed miserably to
improve it.
More than 36 federal departments and organizations run major education programs, according
to the Department of Education Statistics. What
are they doing with the money if so much of it
fails to produce the promised results? Why is a

Achievement

school system that dates as far back as the
Massachusetts Colony's 1647 Old Deluder Satan
Act, which established the first compulsory and
partially public education (and was intended to
ensure that all members of the colony were sufficiently literate to read the Bible, enabling them
to "fend off the inducements of Satan"), turning
out so many functional illiterates who so willingly give in to all sons of modern temptations?
Mostly, it is because state and local authority
over education has been gradually usurped by
the federal government, which has no constitutional authority to run or dictate to local schools.
But as Washington has gradually claimed more
power over education, the states have been able
to exercise less and have been forced to succumb to increasing amounts of federal regulation
in exchange for federal dollars taken from its citizens in the first place.
The top six departments engaged in education
spending and the amounts they spent in thousands of current dollars in 1965 and 2002 are as
follows: Health and Human Services
($1,027,537 in '65; $22,858,490 in '02);
Education ($1,000,567 in '65; $46,324,352 in
'02; Agriculture ($768,927 in '65, $11,896,064 in
'02); Defense ($587,412 in '65; $4,749,222 in
'02); Energy ($442,434 in '65; $3,625,124 in
'02); and Labor ($230,041 in '65: $6,364,200 in
'02). Even after programs and spending had
shown lack of results, only a very few were
removed in the last 39 years.
It's the "one-size-fits-all, we-know-what'sbest-for-you-mentality" of Washington that has
some states complaining about the "No Child
Left Behind" mandate that demands states

squeeze students through standardized tests and
achievement models into a mold designed by
politicians and administered by bureaucrats.
When these strategies fail, the government Mostly does not end or change them. It throws more
money at them.
One of the justifications for this socialistic
redistribution of education money is the egalitarian objective of assuring the poor get their fair
share and supposedly improve their chances of
escaping poverty. But the Cato study again
proves the failure of this thinking. Statistics
show no correlation between the amounts of
education money spent and a decline in the
poverty levels in individual states.
As the Cato study concludes, the federal government should drop out of education and return
the money and power for instructing children to
the state and individual communities. Education
achievement was better when it was practiced in
the little red schoolhouse and didn't come as it
does today from the big White House and its
Cabinet agencies. The billions wasted on education since Lyndon Johnson's Great Society has
been a financial and educational disaster, not to
mention a violation of the Constitution.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours" on Fox
News Channel Saturdays at II p.m. ET Direct
all MAILfor Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1500,
Chicago, 111. 60611. Readers may also leave email at www.calthornas.com.
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Evangelicals explore partisan politics risks
'By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
Memorializing Ronald Reagan,
the National Association of
Evangelicals called him "a great, if
not the greatest. president of the
20th century."
President Bush has addressed the
annual Southern Baptist
Convention for three consecutive
years. His campaign this year held
a pastors' reception near the meeting co-hosted by the denomination's outgoing president.
The bond between the
Republican Party and white, con.
servative Christians is so strong
that other Americans often think of
them as synonymous. Yet a new
document circulating among evangelicals warns that being too
enmeshed in partisan politics could
undermine Christians' moral agenda as they seek to become even
more engaged in civic affairs.
"What they're trying to say is
'Don't link the Christian message
with a party, so that people link
your religion with a political ideology." said Michael Cromartie, vice
president of the Ethics and Public
Policy Center, a Washington thinktank. "They're warning 'Don't confuse the Gospel with a political
movement."
The National Association of
Evangelicals last week released the
draft statement, entitled "For the
Health of the Nation: An
Evangelical Call to Civic
Responsibility."
Written by a team of evangelical
leaders, and under review by top

Christian thinkers, the document is
could fit with either major party
this presidential election year.
part of a multiyear project mapping
platform.
"Ideally, it would be better if
out a strategy for future political
"There is broad agreement that it both parties were more responsive
involvement. It will be presented to is our obligation to care for the
to evangelical concerns," said
the board of directors of the
poor. There's broad agreement that
Land, who is among the leaders
National Association of
it is our obligation to care for the
,
---teviewing the strategy document-4k_
Evangelicals in October, and a
environment. But there are dis-(
book on the subject is due out next
agreements about what responsibili- "But I'm not going to stop supportyear.
ing pro-life candidates simply
ty to give to the government," said
The authors of the draft statebecause one party refuses to proDiane Knippers, president of the
ment encourage evangelicals to join conservative Institute on Religion
duce any."
political parties but caution that
and Democracy in Washington, and
Still, all sides agree there are
"they must be careful not to equate
a leader of the evangelical project.
important
strategic reasons for
Christian faith with partisan poliThe Rev. Welton Gaddy. presibroadening
party ties.
tics."
dent of the Interfaith Alliance, a
While
Christian
conservatives
The drafters also advise against
Washington advocacy group which
have
been
successful
unquestioning patriotism, saying
in electoral
has been critical of the Christian
Christians "must keep their eyes
right, called the document "a recog- politics — helping elect a
open to the potentially self-destrucRepublican congressional majority
nition of reality" about uncomforttive tendencies of our society and
ably close ties between evangelicals — they have not had as much sway
our government."
and the GOP.
over public policy, said Clyde
-They're not arguing that indi"My own experience is that
Wilcox, a Georgetown University
vidual level partisanship is necesscores of people in the evangelical
professor who studies religion and
sarily a bad thing." said John
tradition have long resented the
politics.
Green, a University of Akron politi- rhetoric of their leaders indicating
The authors of the evangelical
cal scientist and expert on religion
an affinity only for the Republican
document
wrote that their activism
and politics. "They're warning
Party," said Gaddy, who is a
against the over-identification —
over the last two decades has proBaptist.
not of people but of the evangelical
duced "access without influence,"
But Richard Land, president of
community — with the Republican
even as a Christian who speaks
the Ethics & Religious Liberty
Party."
Commission, the Southern Baptists' often of his faith sits in the White
Green said evangelicals are
public policy arm, said the
House. Evangelicals particularly
much more diverse than most peoDemocratic Party has to bear some
lament that abortion remains legal
ple realize, and the document
blame for any Republican tilt.
in the United States.
shows that.
According to a poll released in
"They've lost ground on gay
The statement explores a range
April by U.S. News & World
rights,
on gender roles, on the eduof evangelical views on issues such
Report and PBS'"Religion &
cation
system.
They put all their
as U.S. trade policy, environmental
Ethics Newsweeldy," 69 percent of
eggs in one political party instead
protection, abortion and gay marwhite evangelicals say they are
of trying to change society," Wilcox
riage. Some of the policy goals —
Republican or lean Republican.
such as reducing global poverty and Many analysts have criticized
said. "If you're a one-party group,
providing proper health care and
Democrats for failing to more
then you don't have much negotiateducation for all Americans —
effectively reach religious voters in
ing power."
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North Elementary plans
special enrollment events

Kay Hays CAP of Murray was
selected by the Kentucky Division
North Elementary School will be open from 9 International Association of Admina.m. to 5:30 p.m. from July 15 to 20 for parents
istrative Professionals® to serve
or guardians to pick up student registration packas president for the 2004-05 year.
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lege of Humanities and Fine Arts,
"Back to School Night" will be July 27 from
History Department at Murray State
n
5 to 7 p.m. Parents or guardians may retur
University.
completed student packets, receive homeroom
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assignments and meet the teacher, according to
Murray Chapter of IAAP® for 10
Ginger Norsworthy, attendance secretary.
years. On the division level she
New students may enroll any week day between
held the office of secretary,
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335.
762-7
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. For information call
vice president and president-elect.
While a member of the MurBy Jo Burkeen
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Republicans will meet Monday

Parent Support Group to meet
Higher Praise plans event

Mason's Chapel Youth plan promotion

CCHS Soccer Boosters plan promotion

Falwell tournament canceled

Jeffrey homecoming on Sunday

SeniorActivities

CCMS Council will meet Monday
CCHS Council will meet Monday
Need Line fund-raiser today

NAACP Branch plans event today

Hospitaltlenus

Health Express lists stop

Dexter town meeting Tuesday

Share The Hope needs donations
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White Chicks
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Two Brothers
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Featuring

Roger Hopson
Former Paris District Superintendent
and his wife Cynthia Hopson
as speakers
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Spider-Man 2
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Anchorman
PG13. 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:15 '9:20

July 18-21 • 7:00 p.m.

The Terminal
PG13 - 4:05 - 7:05 - 9:40
Garfield
PG - 12:35 - 2:20

Lynn Grove United Methodist Church
On Hwy. 893 in Lynn Grove, KY

Santos Around The World • Mickey Mouse
Treat Jar • And Much More

Dodgeball
PG13 -1:40 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9.25

r
With Coldwater/Lynn Grove Combined Choi
and special music nightly.

Ginger's Hallmark
Shoppes of Murray • 759-9758
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Red-hot Cards soar past Cubs

Rudy Tomjanovich

Rudy T.
agrees
to coach
Lakers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rudy
"Fomjanovich and the Los Angeles Lakers have had an adversarial relationship since 1970.
He played against the Lakers;
was punched and almost killed by
one of them; sued them, and
coached against them.
After all that, the parties have
joined forces.
Tomjarailich, who guided the
Housttm Rockets to NBA championships in 1994 and 1995, has
agreed to coach the Lakers
amove -expected since Monday.
"We expect that he'll sign a
contract and we'll hold a
conference tomorrow to announce
it. Laker. spokesman John Black
said Friday.
Tomjanovich succeeds Phil Jackson, who coached the Lakers to
three titles in live years. The team
announced June 18, three days
alter losing to the Detroit Pistons
in the NBA Finals. that Jackson
wouldn't return next season.
The 55-year-old _ -Tornjanovich
coached the Rockets for 12 years
before stepping down in May 2003
--- two months after being diagnosed with bladder cancer. He
negotiated a settlement of the
remaining two years and $12 million left on his coaching contract.
Reportedly in good health now,
he worked as a scout with the
Rockets last season — his 34th
year with the organization he joined
in 1970 as the second overall
selection in the NBA draft.
Tomjanovich was the winningest
coach in Rockets history with a
503-397 record, but they failed to
make the playoffs in his last four
years there.
He joins an unsettled team —
Kobe Bryant is an unrestricted
free agent and Shaquille O'Neal
has demanded a trade. Derek Fisher and Karl Malone are also unrestricted free agents.

ST. LOUIS (AP).— The Chicago Cubs
were down, and Jason Marquis kept them
there.
Marquis pitched into the ninth inning and
the St. Louis Cardinals got home runs from
Edgar Renteria, Albert Pujols, Jim Edmonds
and Tony Womack in a 6-1 victory Friday
night.
"It was a nice win, especially going into
the break." Marquis said. "We're playing real
good ball right now and I was hoping I could
keep that going."
Greg Maddux (7-7) gave up three of the
homers as the Cardinals won their ninth in a
row at home, including the first seven games
of a nine-game homestand
"As long as we don't get carried away."
Edmonds said. "It's a humbling game, so you
have to keep your head down and keep playing hard."
St. Louis leads the NL Central by seven
games over the Cubs. The Cardinals are 30)3 against the Cubs at Busch Stadium since
20(X).
Derrek Lee homered for the Cubs, who
have scored only three runs during a fourgame losing streak. They got shut out twice
while being swept in Milwaukee in a series
that ended Wednesday.
"They're going great," manager Dusty Baker
said, "and we're not going good. Nothing
lasts forever and we just have to keep swinging."
Manager Tony La Russa was ejected for

the second time this season for arguing balls
and strikes with umpire Derryl Cousins in
the third. The opener of a three-game series
drew a sellout crowd of 49,675, the largest
for a regular-season game at Busch Stadium
since several thousand seats were removed to
make way for a manually operated scoreboard
in 1997.
Marquis (9-4) faced his former mentor,
Maddux, for the third time this season and
beat him for the first time. He allowed a run
on nine hits in eight-plus innings for his
career-high ninth win, one more than his 2002
total with the Braves.
"You can't take anything away from Marquis," Baker said. "But anybody who goes
out there right now looks like Cy Young
against us."
Julian Tavarez got the last three outs after
Marquis, bidding for his first career complete
game, gave up a leadoff single to Corey Patterson,
Marquis, 6-0 with a 3.38 ERA in his last
seven starts, had a six-game hitting streak
come to an end in an 0-for-3 day. He was
9-for-14 during the streak, the longest by a
pitcher since Mike Hampton hit in eight
straight for the Rockies in 2002.
Maddux lasted six innings and gave up
four runs on eight hits with four strikeouts.
He has allowed 20 homers in 18 starts and
this was the third time the Cardinals faced
him this year. although La Russa didn't think
that was an advantage.
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St. Louis Cardinals manager Tony La Russa tosses his scorecard in
the air after being ejected by home plate umpire Derryl Cousins in
the third inning against the Chicago Cubs for arguing balls and strikes
Friday at Busch Stadium.

II Tour de France

Armstrong survives spill
ANGERS, France (AP) — To Lance Armstrong's
dismay. the Tour de France is turning into a demolition derby. with crashes galore — including one
that took down the five-time champion.
After largely avoiding the bumps. bruises and
scrapes that plagued other riders, the Texan tumbled
off his bike early in Friday's sixth stage but quickly recovered to rejoin the race.
It was a typical early race crash,- Armstrong
said. "There's nothing you can do. You hit the
brakes, but bikes don't stop that fast, so I just went
over."
While he wasn't hurt, the spill was Armstrong's
biggest scare in his bid for a record sixth straight
Tour de France crown.
"It wasn't bad, a little bit on the arm, a little
bit on the hip," he said, listing his bruises after the
I22-mile stage from Bonneval to Angers in western
France.
Tom Boonen, a former teammate of Armstrong
riding in his first Tour, won the stage in a sprint,

while another crash behind him took out or held up
dozens of riders near the finish line.
Armstrong was among those delayed, ending up
34th. His major rival, German Jan Ullrich, was 26th
but didn't make up time. Under the rules, competitors held up in a crash in the final kilometer of a
stage are given the same time as the winner, in this
case. 4 hours, 33 minutes, 41 seconds.
Thomas Voeckler of French team Brioches La
Boulangere held onto the overall lead. Armstrong
remains 9 minutes, 35 seconds back in sixth place,
and Ullrich trails him by 55 seconds.
Voeckler, the French champion, was tied up in
Armstrong's crash and rolled over his feet.
"I hope I didn't twist his ankle," Voeckler said.
An exasperated Armstrong suggested organizers
could do a better job to avoid such troubles.
"You saw the big crash at the finish, this is
stressful," Armstrong said. "Coming in, they've got
the barriers really tight, and you've got 200 guys
racing through there at 40 mph.

Richardson lawsuit against
Arkansas dismissed by judge

Local track
athletes get
state honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Cory Zirbel led
local track and field competitors
with two first-team selections to
the All-State Track and Field Team.
as voted by the Kentucky Track
and Cross Country Coaches Association.
Zirbel was a first-team selection in both the discus and the
shot put events. Calloway County's Shameka Dial also earned a
first-team selection in the discus.
and was a second-team choice in
the shot put.
Other
first-team
honorees
included Murray's Peggy Ray in
the 16(X) meters. Murray's Laura
Mitchell in the 300 hurdles and
Murray's Brandi Vincent in the
discus. Calloway's kaehel Adams
was a second-team choice in the
high jump.
Murray's 4x100 relay squad
was named to the first team while
the school's 4x200 relay unit was
a second-team selection.
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

British Soccer Camp instructor Wayne Selby of England
works with camper Alex Ward of Murray during an instructional period Friday at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex.
Selby was one of three instructors working at the local
camp. Lisa Bower of Wales and Scotland's Joe Ruessen
also served as camp instructors.

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — A federal judge chastised University of
Arkansas leaders for their handling of Nolan Richardson's tirades
and complaints in his final years
as head baskeball coach, but ruled
for the university in Richardson's
race discrimination lawsuit.
U.S. District William R. Wilson dismissed Richardson's $8.86
million lawsuit, ruling that the coach
.was fired because of comments
he made after a February 2002
loss at Kentucky, that the university could buy out his contract,
not because of his race or comments the ex-coach made about
race, as Richardson had claimed.
But Wilson also said he understood why Richardson felt the way
he did.
"This lawsuit is not about money
in the pejorative sense," Wilson
wrote in a 47-page order. "It is
primarily about wounded pride —
wounded pride in a man who started way behind, but climbed to the
top by hard work, savvy, and most
of all, perseverance."
Richardson was fired March I,
2002. He filed suit the following
December, claiming that he was
fired because he is black and that
his free-speech rights were violated. The university argued that it
fired Richardson because his pub-

know he will fight ... to the end."
Richardson's lawyer, John Walker of Little Rock, said he was
pondering an appeal.
"We're disappointed in that we
believe that Mr. Richardson presented an extremely credible case,"
Walker said. "We're studying it
and considering all options at our
disposal."
University lawyer Phil Kaplan
said the ruling was a "fine conclusion to an unfortunate episode
we now hope will all be behind
AP
Former University of Arkansas us."
basketball
coach
"We are pleased, obviously, with
Nolan
Richardson, pictured leaving the judge's conclusion that there
federal court last month, had was no discrimination based on
his lawsuit against the school race. We are pleased to find that
dismissed by a federal judge. there was no First Amendment
violation," Kaplan said. "It was a
lie comments damaged the bas- thoughtful, well-reasoned opinion,
one that would clearly hold up on
ketball program.
Richardson. whose Razorbacks appeal."
Wilson dismissed the case and
won the 1994 NCAA Championship and were runners-up the next said both sides would pay their
year, said the decision to fire him own attorneys' fees. Scott Varady,
after 17 years at Arkansas came the university's chief counsel, estimated the school's costs so far at
later, after he made racially charged
$475,000.
comments.
The judge said Richardson can"Just getting to court was a not
file the suit again.
victory," Richardson said outside
Richardson sought a total of
his Fayetteville town house short- $8.86 million,
which would cover
ly after the judge filed his order. back pay, other lost
compensation
"People know Nolan Richardson. and $2 million in damages.

Athens will determine if Team USA has peaked

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
and staggeringly successful histoBut as Ginobili hinted. ArgentiAP Basketball Writer
ry of U.S. national basketball teams. na expected to see the Americans'
Manu Ginobili seemed flabber"What? You didn't expect us hest effort in the gold medal game
gasted after being asked why his to beat them, did you?" Ginobili — and that's exactly what
hapteam played so poorly last sum- asked.
pened.
mer in the gold medal game of
Actually, some folks did.
After one particularly dominant
the Olympic qualifying tournament
Argentina had defeated a U.S. stretch that included five alleyin Puerto Rico.
team of NBA players at the 2002 oop dunks in a span of six posArgentina had been steamrolled World Championships, then stayed sessions. the Americans — with
a
106-73, the Americans dunking and even with the Americans for all star-laden team including Tracy
dominating with equal flair in one but the final minute of a second- MeGrady, Jermaine O'Neal,
Vince
of the most impressive displays round game at the Tournament of Carter, Mike Bibby, Elton Brand,
of athletic brilliance in the long the Americas.
Kenyon Martin and Ray Allen —

led 53-19.
Argentina's players hung their
heads, their minds causing their
body language to convey the obvious: The Americans have the best
basketball team in the world, case
closed. Or at least they did.
America won't be sending as
strong of a team to Athens, and
the men's basketball gold medal
is more up for grabs than it has
been in 16 years.
Security concerns, fatigue,

injuries, indifference and a pending criminal trial have knocked
some of the biggest names off the
U.S. roster and prevented several
of their most worthy replacements
from stepping in.
Only Tim Duncan, Allen Iverson and Richard Jefferson remain
from the team that won the Tournament of the Americas. and the
rest of the roster was filled with
some of the NBA's best young
players.
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CHICAGO(AP) — Mike Veeck
figured the sight of a radio DJ
blowing up disco records in the
outfield might draw more people
to Comiskey Park, where the White
Sox were struggling on the field
and at the gate.
He was right.
Thousands of fans showed up
and a riot nearly ensued, turning
"Disco Demolition Night" into
what a quarter-century later remains
the most infamous promotion in
majpr—kague baseball history.
"I g
up when people were
marching for civil rights, marching against the war," said Veeck,
who was in charge of team promotions. "I didn't think they would
be marching because they hated
the Bee Gees."
By the time police cleared everyone out, the field was littered with
album pieces and charred turf. Dave
Phillips, an umpire and crew chief
that night, canceled Game 2 of
the White Sox's doubleheader with
the Detroit Tigers.
It looked like a small Woodstock drug lest." Phillips said. "It
looked like a spaceship took off
from center field. It was smoldering."
Today. Web sites are devoted
to the event. A movie is planned.
And while Phillips' new book
includes stories from his entire 32
years as a Major League umpire,
"Center Field on Fire" are the
first words of the title.
It was July 12, 1979, a time
when ballparks didn't look anything like the sparkling wonders
of today. There was only the game
and teams looking for ways to
draw bigger crowds.
For the White Sox, that job
fell to Veeck, the son of team
owner Bill Veeck, the man who
once sent a midget to bat in the
majors.
On the Chicago airwaves that
summer. WLUP-FM disc jockey
Steve Dahl had been pretending
to blow up disco records. Mike
Veeck invited him to Comiskey
to do it for real. The White Sox
had a 1c/ing record and werc on
their way to a dismal fifth prRe
division finish.
"I was dreading the whole
thing." Dahl said. "It seemed to
me if I drew 5.000 people, I
would be parading around in a
helmet and blowing up records in
what looked like an empty stadium."
By the time the first game ended,
the stands were jammed with about
50,000 fans. And thousands more
— up to 10,000 by some accounts
— milled outside, none of whom
came to watch a baseball game.
"They were there for Dahl,"
said Sox fan Rich Battaglin, who
was at the game with his brother, Ron. "He was the pied piper."
The 11-year-old son of nowretired White Sox manager Don
Kessinger was so worried about
what he saw at the game that he
asked to sit in the press box rather
than the stands.
"It was just a bad atmosphere,"
Kessinger recalled. "Even the
aroma in the ballpark was a bit
different."
Late in the first game. records
started flying from the stands.
Fans got into the ballpark for 98
cents if they brought a record. Obviously, not all the albums were
handed over at the gate.
"Some of them were just knifing in the grass and others were
exploding on the infield," former
White Sox second baseman Alan
Bannister said.
Dahl said people threw beers
and cherry bombs at him "lovingly," as he demolished records
following the Sox' 4-1 loss in the
first game.
At some point, thousands of people began to rush the field.
People started fires, burned
records and knocked over the batting cage. Others played imaginary baseball. They ignored the
pleas of then-White Sox announcer Harry Caray to stop.
"It was like nothing you ever
saw." said Blair Libby, then a 17year-old Dahl fan watching from
the upper deck. "Bottle rockets,
M-80s, all sorts of (stuff) whizzing
over your heads."
People who didn't have tickets
scaled the walls to get in.
"It looked like medieval times
when they go after a castle, pouring over a wall," Ron Battaglin
said.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

The Heritage Solutions squad recently won the 2004 Murray Bronco League U-12 championship.
Team members and coaches pictured are (front row, from left) David Vinson, Cedric Cherry,
Kenny Hammonds, Tyler McKinney, Shickill Davis, (back row) Travis Garland, assistant coach
Scott Orr, Dylan Miller, Terrell Buck, assistant coach Thurman Foster, Michael Orr, head coach
Mark Vinson and Daniel McGrew.

Gordon wins 4th straight
pole, one shy of record
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — Jeff Gordon is on such an
unbelievable streak even he's amazed by it.
Gordon won his fourth straight pole on the NASCAR
Nextel Cup circuit Friday afternoon, shattering the
track record at the Tropicana 400 with a lap of•
186.942 mph. That's more than two miles faster
than the previous mark of 184.786 mph set last
year by Tony Stewart.
"I've been very fortunate to have some good
streaks along the way, but this streak is pretty amazing right now," said Gordon, who is looking for his
third straight victory Sunday. "I just want to maintain this one as long as I can,"
Gordon is the first driver to win four straight
poles since Bill Elliott in 1985. The victory leaves
him one shy of the NASCAR record, and he could
match it in two weeks at Loudon. N.H.
"Oh God, that's a 'tough place to qualify," Gordon said.
He wasn't sure how much luck he was going to
have at the Chicagoland Speedway, though, either.
"1 say how shocked I am to be here, but I am.
Only because we were putting out our best effort
all day today and we were the fourth- or fifth-place
car," he said. "Guys had us beat
and it was by
a few tenths. I didn't know how we wde going to
find that speed."
But just as he has with stunning regularity recently, Gordon did find it. Running late in the qualifying session, which was delayed about two hours by
a heavy rainstorm, Gordon took advantage of the
cooler temperatures.
He ran one lap in 28.886 seconds, beating the
early standard of 186.871 mph set by rookie Kasey
Kahne, and decided that was all he needed. He didn't even bother taking a second lap.
"You just hold on tight and hope that it sticks."

AP

Jeff Gordon heads onto the garage after he
finished 28.886 during the Tropicana Twister
400 qualifying at Chicagoland Speedway Friday in Joliet. III.
he said. "I knew it was a good lap. and I hoped
that it was because I couldn't make a second one."
It's the 51st pole of Gordon's career, tying Bobby
Isaac for seventh on the career list. It's his 12th
top-10 start of the season, most of any driver this
year.
Series points leader and teammate Jimmie Johnson took his turn about 30 minutes later, hut he
couldn't top Gordon with a lap at 186.290 mph.
Kahne finished second and Johnson was third. Brian
Vickers was next at 185.750 mph, giving Hendrick
Motorsports three of the top four teams.
Defending champion Ryan Newman qualified
eighth at 185.274 mph. Stewart, who had to use his
backup car after a crash in practice. was 10th. Dale
Earnhardt Jr., who trails Johnson in the points standings by just 27 points, qualified 25th in the 43-car
field.
"We definitely had our hearts set on winning thi.
pole," Johnson said. "But I'm glad to see a Hendrick's car on the pole and three in the top four."

Marion Jones second in heat
in 100 at Olympic trials
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(API — Agency, is known for her radiant
Everything has changed for Mar- smile and bubbly personality. But
ion Jones.
she remained serious throughout
The three-time Olympic cham- and after Friday's race, and left
pion finished second in her quar- the track without saying a word
terfinal heat of the women's 100 to fans or reporters.
meters at the U.S. Olympic trials
Also qualifying for Saturday's
Friday night, good enough to semifinals was Chryste Gaines, one
advance to Saturday's semifinal of four sprinters who face a lifebut far from her dominating form time ban after being charged with
of past years.
steroid use. Her case is awaiting
Jones began her bid for a spot arbitration by the Swiss-based Court
on the U.S. squad for the Athens of Arbitration for Sport.
Games by finishing behind LaTasha
The fastest quarterfinal time of
Colander in the opening-round heat. 11.13 was turned in by NCAA
Jones, who dominated the event champion Lauryn Williams. who
in the late 1990s and is the reign- just finished her junior year at
ing Olympic champion, finished Miami.
in 11.38 seconds — just seventh
When Jones last visited Sacrafastest among the 24 competitors. mento. for the 2000 Olympic triJones, who remains under inves- als, she began her quest for a
tigation by the U.S. Anti-Doping record five gold medals at the

Sydney Games by winning her quarterfinal heat in 10.92. She routinely won races by large margins
in those days.
When she won an unprecedented five medals in Sydney, three
gold, she confirmed her status as
track and field's reigning queen.
Now, she is dogged by allegations of drug use — though she
repeatedly has denied ever using
performance-enhancing substances.
And her talk of trying to go for
five Olympic medals again this
summer is much more muted than
in 2000.

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L
Pet GB
New York
53
31
631
—
Boston
47
37
560
6
Tampa Bay
42
43
49411 1/2
Toronto
39
47 .453 15
Baltimore
47 .43416 1/2
36
Central Division
W
L
Pct G8
Minnesota
47
38
553
—
Chicago
44
38
537 1 1,2
Cleveland
41
44
482
6
Detroit
45 471
40
7
Kansas City
53
30
16
361
West Division
L
W
Pct GB
Texas
36
48
571
—
Oakland
46
38
548
2
Anaheim
45
40
529 3 1/2
Seattle
32
52
16
381
Friday's Games
Boston 7 Texas 0
Anaheim 5, Toronto 4
Kansas City 7. Baltimore 0
Cleveland 5. Oakland 4
Chicago White Sox 6. Seattle 2
N Y Yankees 5. Tampa Bay 4
Detroit 5, Minnesota 3
Today's Games
Anaheim (Escobar 4-5) at Toronto (Lilly 7-5).
305 p.m
Tampa Bay (Brazelton 2-1) at NY Yankees
(Lieber 6-5), 305 pm
Kansas City (Wood 1-1) at Baltimore
(Cabrera 5-3). 335 p m
Texas (Rogers 12-2) at Boston (Lowe 6-8),
6 05 p.m.
Oakland (Mulder 11-2) at Cleveland
(.Sabathia 5-4), 605 pm
Seattle (Thornton 0-1) at Chicago White Sox
(Buehrle 8-2). 605 p.m
Detroit (Robertson 7-4) at Minnesota (Radke
5-4), 6.10 p.m
Sunday's Games
Anaheim at Toronto 12-05 pm
Oakland at Cleveland, 12.05 p m
Tampa Bay atNY Yankees. 12 05 p.m
Kansas City at Baltimore. 1235 p m
Texas at Boston. 1 05 p.m,
Detroit at Minnesota, 1 10 p at
Seattle at Chicago White Sox, 205 p at
Monday
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
AU-Star Game at Houston. 7.35 p m

National League
East Division
W
Pet GB
L
Philadelphia
39
46
541
44
New York
518
41
2
43
Atlanta
42 506
43
Florida
43 500 3 1
Montreal
341
56
29
Central Division
W
Pct GB
L
53
32 624
St Louis
46
Chicago
39 541
Cincinnati
40 535 7 3
46
44
Milwaukee
40 524 8 1
44
Houston
42 512 9 1 ;,
Pittsburgh
46413'
45
39
West Division
L
W
Pct GB
Los Angeles
548
38
46
San Diego
46
1
40
535
San Francisco
46
1
40 535
Colorado
50 41211 1.2
35
15
Arizona
360
55
31
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh 11, Montreal 0
N Y Mets 6, Florida 3
Philadelphia 7. Atlanta 6 10 innings
St Louis 6. Chicago Cubs 1
Cincinnati 3. Milwaukee 0
Houston 3, Los Angeles 2
Colorado 6. San Diego 5
Arizona-at San Francisco Late
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs (Clement 7-71 at St
(Suppan 7-5). 12 20 p m Atlanta (Hampton 3-8) at Phiradeiph,a
(Abbott 0-21. 12 20 p m
Colorado (Cook 3-3) at San Diegc.
(Lawrence 10-5). 305 p at
Houston (Clemens 10-2) at Los Ange,e-,
(W Alvarez 2-3). 3 10 p m
NY Mets (Glavine 7-6) at Florida
7). 505pm.
Pittsburgh (K Wells 4-51 vs Montreal ,B,rift,e
0-4) at San Juan. 605 p at
Cincinnati ILidle 6-6) at Milwaukee iShr.0,
-.
8-5), 6 05 p m
Arizona (Webb 3-8) at San Francrsco,
(Tomko 3-5) 9 15 p m
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh vs Montreal. 12 35 pat
Atlanta at Philadelphia. 12 350 in
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 1 05 p at
NY Mets at Florida. 2 05 p m
Colorado at San Diego. 305 p at
Arizona at San Francisco, 305 p in
Houston at Los Angeles. 3 10 p.m
Chicago Cubs at St Louis 7

Harper, DeBella compete
in junior golf tournaments
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray golfer Daniel Harper was
in first place through Friday's third
round of the boys 10-under division of the Kentucky Junior Amatuer tournament.
Harper shot a 44 in each of
the first two rounds of the event.
and 'followed those totals with a
50 in third-round action to finish

(

seven strokes ahead ot srititl
place John Beard of Liberty.
On the girls' side. Nhirras's
Angela DeBella placed 22ild in
the 16-18-year-old division Awlcarding an 83 and 82. 1-espiXt i ly. in the 'first two rounds ()I the
tournament before w ithdrms int/
—

front Ow third nitirld

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Michael Camp • Richard Price • Her1:7ie Tabers
New & Used Tires
Most Major Brands
Now In Stock.

401 N. 4th 5t.

Same Great Service...
Same Low Prices!
Vipt

Mon.-Fri. (9-4:30 * Sat.. 13-Noon
EMI
Michael Camp
762-0000

Acceptance Capital
Mortgage

Corporation

*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*MOT ALL CREDIT GRADES
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
*CREDIT CHALLENGES/BANKRUPTCIES
COME BY TODAY Al 632 SOUTH MI STREET, MURRAY, KY
OR C.ALL 27D-753-7665
TOLL FREE -2464093

You Are Invited To Attend Our

GOSPEL MEETING
at the

RARE EARTH

COLD WATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER

8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY (Located about 8 miles west of Murray)

"Cal A het tit

ju 00Ier ?Ott t011h Seetttlipti glowers'.

"Come and hear the word of God preached"

SUMMER SALE
40% Off Annual Bedding Plants
20% Off Trees & Shrubs
Free Estimates On Landscaping Services, Including
Design, installation & Maintenance
Open 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday
mg:

2397 ST. RT. 94 EAST • 762-0506

JULY 11th - 14th, 2004
SPEAKER: GARY COLLEY
TIME 91: SERVICES:
SUNDAY

Bible Study
Worship
Evening

MONDAY-YEDNESDAY

9:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Fellowship Meal Following the Morning Service.
Come and hear the gospel preached and stay for the meal!
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Full

By E
AP E
nioon

has

been

I must say that this full moon
has been better for many local
anglers.
The mayflies are still hatching,
hut not in great numbers like they
did last month. There were trillions of them!
The lake elevation has also
changed by rising five or six
inches.
This.
allows the preda(or species easy
access to feed
around the tree,
and bushes. The
temperature has
remained 80 to
81.7
degrees in Mike Ellis poses with a 7-pound white
Fishing most of
perch he caught on
the bays a light-action crappi
e
tackle.
Line
and out on the
Bruce and Michael both looked pound largemouth. He conside
main lake --By Jerry
red
very fit and ready to do some himself a lucky man!
even
after
sevMaupin
eral
torrential business with these fish.
These guys are good anglers.
Outdoors
Naturally, some of their catch They raised more bass than we
rains.
Columnist
Whenever the wound up in plastic bags for the had expected. It's hard to top Mike
food is washed trip back home. We always love when he is having fun with the
into the lake waters, a feast will to compete,so Michael and I teamed soft plastics.
ensue for as long as the supply up to go against Bruce and Willie.
There were a few opportunities
lasts. This makes for a really tough They really didn't have chance! to see the largemouth bass
a
strike.
act to follow when you are castWe caught bluegill, redears, I had to counter with the Japaning artificial lures to fish that are sonic small and
largemouth bass ese crankbaits. Mike had the big
stuffed full of flies.
and some white and yellow stripers. one nail his lure, so I just watched
One of my nephews. Bruce But none
of them were very large. a good fight with a dip net in
Johnson, his son, Michael, and a
Willie was very gracious. He my hand!
brother-in.law, --Willie Jackson,
Dan Salmon and his sons, Jerecleaned the day's catch so that he
joined -me at Kenlake Marina for
my and Brian, met at the Kenmight get to eat them later!
a trip to rest, relax and have some
It was great to be with those tucky Beach Resort. We were lookfun fishing.
ing to catch some bluegill, bass
guys
again.
We were casting the little roostor big-headed catfish.
Sam Harris and Mike Orth met
ertail spinners in close to the banks,
The winds were bad. They kept
and we would draw a strike very me at the Kentucky Beach Resort. us from going into some of the
quickly. Most of you know how We went out to try and catch bays. We did manage to use some
much fun this can be because the some bass.
peanut butter catfish bait to catch
Five minute into the trip, Mike some good ones. They
bluegill are very tough lighters.
were slow
litioked into :1 beauty of a five- to bite. but we knew that
there

benefit

to

anglers

Bobby Wilson holds a shellcracker he caught while fishing
with his son, Adam, and Ledger & Times columnist Jerry
Maupin.
would be more action with the
bluegills nearby.
The bluegill fishing was a little better. The guys were happy
about that. Tim Lockhead brought
his two sons, Zach and Jacob, out
to test their boatsmanship. Again,
we caught some decent catfish to
save the day.
As we left for dinner, Jacob
was the proud angler. We caught
one four-pound smallmouth bass.
On our last outing, the fish
were beginning to get more active.
Dan Salmon and Richard and Luke
Lockhead came out for one more
trip. We tried to convince the guys
that the bass were still hungry.
It was a joke that the stripers
would fire up. But you know what?
They did'

We had some good-eating fish
that were striking out lures right
away. The yellow and white stripers
began to move a bit.
This was the break we needed.
That break allowed those guys to
get enough fish for a family cookout! We caught a little bit of everything — white stripers, yellow
stripers, smallmouth bass and one
very good rockfish striper. They
all fought like demons.
The constant evening rains,
which have included a lot of lightning, have been bad, but the fish
are normally ready to rock and
roll the next day.
I met David Ellington and his
sons, Kyle and Jacob, at the Kentucky Beach Resort. We got after
the fish early. The action was slow

Countdown to the fall season begins

Sometime last weekend during
the night. I had an adjustment of
attitude. It wasn't a personality thing
nor was it something that I can
explain.
All I can tell
you is that I
awoke looking
forward to the
fall hunting season instead of
reliving the ups
and downs of
last year's seasons.
In The
Maybe it has
Field
something to do
with the length
By Kenny
of
the days. The
Damell
days
stop getting
Outdoors
longer around
Columnist
June 21. Once
beyond the summer solstice, nighttime begins its
relentless campaign to regain the
hours owned by the day.
I know the days are growing
shorter — not because of any special adaptation common to the
wilder creatures, but because I

watch the Weather Channel.
There arc other signs evident
in nature that could be in some
way responsible for the change.
The Outdoor Channel reloads with
brand new hunting shows around
July I.
Among the new shows is one
produced by North American Whitetail magazine. I missed my 15
minutes of fame last year when
editor Gordon Whittington and the
NAW camera crew-'failed to connect on a TV-quality buck while
hunting on our Livingston County deer lease.
Then there are the catalogs from
Bass Pro. Cabelas and other Visaaccepting repositories of the type
of gear that no wild-eyed hunter
can do without.
Catalogs and magazines make
the sides of my mailbox bulge
around this time of year.
Additionally, the local purveyors of fine sporting goods start
replacing the spring clearance gear
with cases of dove loads and archery
supplies.
Even "Wally-World" has pushed

aside an aisle of paint-ball and
weirdo gear to make way for the
tools of the bowhunter's trade.
But perhaps the first harbinger
of the fall season is the LBL's
invitation to participate in their
annual quota deer hunt lottery.
Those of us with gray in our
beards remember the LBL Quota
Hunt as the only chance to take
a whitetail deer locally.
Most of us not only saw our
first deer between the rivers, but
had our first "big-time" deer hunting experience somewhere on those
-scraggly ridges.
The coming of July kicks off
a countdown — less than 60 days
until fall squirrel season; two
months until dove season followed
in rapid succession by archery season, early goose season, wood
duck and teal season — all before
October.
There are preparations to be
made: Dove fields to be tended,
duck blinds to be built, tree stands
to be placed.
Above all, there are plans to
he made for fall hunting trips to

strange and exotic places.
And every turn of the calendar
is one day subtracted from presummer's grandiose plans. The
house hasn't been painted,' the
landscaping is still growing wild
and uninhibited, the driveway has
yet to be sealed — but the duck
blind will be built, the deer stands
will be placed, and both the necessary and the unnecessary equipment will begin to accumulate in
the garage.
There are still constants in this
life.
Soon enough, the constellation
Orion will begin a nightly trek
across the sky, night breezes will
carry the hint of change, leaves
will begin to turn and all animals
will begin to stir in response to
the long afternoon shadows and
the heavy morning dew.
We won't require a calendar,
neither man nor beast. We know
the time is drawing near — even
if we don't know why we know.
So I'll redouble my efforts
toward the house and the lawn
hut will linger over the catalogs

and bunting magazines whenever
possible.
sit on the patio after
dark listening as the katydids foretell the first frost still months
away.
I'll look hard against the horizon for Orion the "Hunter", and
will imagine summer's nighttime
breeze to be a cool portent of
autumn.
Come September, the whole of
dove season will play out in two
days. A successful deer season can
span but a single day. A successful waterfowl season can be defined
by but one fine weekend.
But now I still have a couple
of months to savor like a cup of
rich coffee on an easy Sunday morning.
That's why somewhere along
the way, nature wired us with a
direct connection to the Creator's
timepiece so that we might in
good time turn away from the
realities of the past to the sweet
anticipation of the season soon to
come.
Therein lies the essence of hunting.

Marcy Ellis show off a pair
of crappie she caught while
on a recent outing with guide
Jerry Maupin.
on the beginning, but it eventually all came together.
We were all catching white and
yellow stripers on light-action spin.ning rods. Those rods made the
fights better.
The bays were very competitive right away. We were constantly moving around in the boat
to gain an advantage.
We lost a few fish by trying
too hard to lift them out on a
hook. We caught a lot of small
yellow stripers, but we also had
some good ones.
I hope these guys can come
back soon. We had a great time
with everybody!
Happy Fishing!

Primitive I
1. Rodeo seta
July 16-17

Still fishing a sit-back, propped-up pursuit for anglers

"Your Full-Service Primary
Eyecare Provider"

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OWNERS

g

24-HOUR EMERGENCY CARE

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
30$ S.

1 2f h St. • 759-2.500
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• Ammunition
• Archery
011,-
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• Binoculars
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South 12th Street • Nituras, K1 •
733-1342

GOLF MART

COMPLETE LINEBORING SERVICE
• Quality Guaranteed
• Competitive Prices
• Full Service Machining & Welding Shop
Contact Bill Elliott
Elliott Tool Company
Hwy. 79 N., Paris, TN
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
The Primitive Rodeo is corning to the Wranglers Camp!
:ground at Land Between The
7 Lakes National Recreation Area
. July 16-17.
The eighth annual rodeo,
1 sponsored by the J-N Rodeo
'Company, offers events such
it as saddle-bronc and bareback
. riding, steer wrestling, calf ropf, ing, barrel racing, break-aw
' roping and bull riding.
, Admission is $8 aget
1 and up; $5 ages 12 and un
Rodeo events begin at 8 p.m.
A "Primitive" refers to the infortt' mat atmosphere. Wranglers
' Campground does not have a
permanent arena, so visitors
are asked to bring their own
lawn chairs.
Jubilee Scheduled
The Wranglers Campground
.s. at LBL will host the Eighth
i. Annual Grand Jubilee July 231., 24.
The Jubilee will offer halfprice camping,dancing. a watermelon feast and several more
ter "quick draw" for setting the hook on
a fish that has taken the bait.
.. activities for day-use riders and
overnight campers.
Rigging terminal tackle is a matter of
tying on a weight heavy enough to hold ,.
Activities include live music,
the bait stationary and a hook independent
an evening dance, door prizes,
enough that a fish taking the bait won't
half-price camping. a watereasily sense the unnatural weight of the sinker.
melon kast, and exhibits.
Bottom-fishing anglers often rely on a
•
Contact LBL at (270) 924three-way swivel with a trio of eyes.
2000 for more information.
tr

PADUCAH. Ky. tAP)
to some Ken- down on the ground or in a lawn chair as
Because they present baits and wait, still
tucky anglers. real fishing starts with a they study their rod tips
for signs of "bites." fishermen make use of the stereotypical
forked stick or two jammed into the bank.
Still fishermen put their faith in single forked stick to prop
up the rod or rods.
Call it still fishing or bottom fishing. locations and the patience to
allow fish to Commercial rod holders also are available.
there are some to whom the pursuit is find them. They target some
of the larger
The rod holder or y-shaped stick allows
about tossing out a bait, propping up a rod bottom-feeding species,
especially catfish, the rod to be braced at an upward angle
and waiting for results. Whether by pure by putting natural and
prepared baits on with the line held at some tension so nibchoice or for lack of a boat, some anglers the bottom to wait for scent
and taste bles on the bait can be seen through twitchgo about their fishing from shore, plopped appeal to attract fish
es of the rod tip. They also allow a bet-
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Lampooning of television
anchormen just too easy

Ty Listings published daily
A-Chowier 6-Murray Electric
SATURDAY EVENING
C-hiediacom 0-Cialaxy
JULY in 2004
ABCD 7:00 i 7:30 1 8:00 18:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 I 12:00 12:30

WKRISAIC 2 2

Movie: ''Pnncess cil Theses"(2001. Advenkxs) Blooper Celebration
Movie: "Pnncess ol News"(2001. Adventure) Blooper Celebration
Track and Field I
Crime & Punishment Las Vegas (In Stereo)
The Amazing Race (In Siereo)I 48 Hours "Cad Cases Gm Hot"I

VISIL-ABC 3 3 3
WS1114111C 4 4
liffVF-CBS 5 5

By DOUGLAS J. ROWE

%5541:
414 5 , 5 5 5 Track and Fisk/I
Cain* & PWIShMOnt Lae Vegas On Stereo)
111111-A8C 7 7
7 Movie: Tnnciass ol 7hetes"(2001. Adventure) Blooper Celebration
WIVT-111S 8 6 ,
Lawrence*Mk Show Keep Up ILWall God TimeGoes lOne Foot
I:BSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 CopsI 'Cops I Most Wanted
WWE Bottom Line

AP Entertainment Writer

1

NEW YORK (AP) — Will
Ferrell's
title
character
in
"Anchorman: The Legend of Ron
Burgundy" is faced with a serious
female colleague for the first time.
Diversity is the reason, he's told.
But he thinks diversity is the name
of an old wooden ship from thiCivil War.
A San Diego anchorman in tl,
'70s, Burgundy is the latest in a line
of Hollywood anchormen dating
back to Ted Baxter of "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show"(1970-77) who
by turns are pompous, vain, vacuous, and living by the slogan:
Sincerity — once you can fake that,
the world is yours.
Since Baxter (the name of
Burgundy's dog, by the way) we've
seen Jim Dial of "Murphy Brown,"
Bill McNeal in "NewsRadio" and
three cartoon favorites: Kent
Brockman of "The Simpsons," Tom
Tucker of "The Family Guy" and
Morbo the alien in "Futurama."
"Saturday Night Live" has long
lampooned anchors on its "Weekend
Update."And "The Daily Show" has
won a Peabody for its nightly
sendup of newscasts.
The comic, unflattering characterization of anchormen recurs for
several reasons, according to popculture observers and media
mavens:
— They're authority figures.
"Kind of like dads in sitcoms,"
laughed Jill Geisler, the first woman
the United States to become the
news director of a major-market network affiliate.
"It's why very seldom principals
of schools or deans of universities
are presented in a good way," said
Syracuse
University's Robert
Thompson, citing Dean Wormer in
"Animal House" as a classic example.
111 Journalists rate lower than
even lawyers in surveys of the public's esteem.
Interestingly, however, a survey
by the Pew Research Center for the
People and the Press shows consumers regularly turn to local news
more than their local paper, network
news — or any other source. In
"Anchorman," the
bumbling
Burgundy is a viewer favorite.
•People are generally more cynical.
"It is harder today to do a serious,
sincere story of an anchorperson
than it is to do a comedy. Could you
imagine trying to pull off 'Lou
Grant' today, for example, without
people laughing in your face?- said
Thompson, who runs Syracuse's
Center for the Study of Popular
Television.
—The journalist against the
world, out to do the right thing,
fighting the right fight' seems so
naive to so many people that it ends
up Sounding square."
The last earnest attempt, the
NBC series "Deadline" starring
Oliver Platt, was quickly canceled
after its 2000 debut.
Dave Tolchinsky, an associate
professor of radio-TV-film at
Northwestern University, thinks
viewers are often wondering about
the sincerity of the anchor's emotions on camera.
"The movie 'Broadcast News'
made a big deal out of the fact that
the William Hurt character should
'pretend' to cry," he recalled. "Now
I think most people assume that
anchorpeople are faking it — faking
the emotion, faking the chatter and
lively banter ..."
He noted that Jim Carrey's
echoes
Almighty"
"Bruce
"Broadcast News" but with a slightly different spin: Ultimately, it's
Bruce's refreshing honesty that sets
him apart from the anchors.
And citing Albert Brooks memin
orable flop-sweat scene
"Broadcast News" when he tries to
anchor, Tolchinsky added: "He fails
as an anchorperson, but like Bruce
in 'Bruce Almighty' succeeds as a
human being."
One of Tolchinsky's colleagues
at Northwestern, Chuck Kleinhans,
suggested that women escape the
same Hollywood rap as anchormen
because it's generally assumed they
had to work harder than a man to
achieve the same level of success.
Thus Christina Applegate's character in "Anchorman- is ambitious
and capable.
As unvarying as the comic depictions of the men have been, you
might think they're based on truth.
Well, they are — to some extent.
People in TV news admit they've
known a Ron Burgundy, but they
maintain that such types are anomalies who quickly disappear.
Ferrell. the film's co-screenwriter who consulted with at least
five local artchortnen across the

WOTV-UPN 10
KFVS-CEIS 12
WGN

16

04SP

17

VIIMU-PBS 21
N'DICA-W8 22
ESPN
MTV
TLC
LlFE
USA
AMC
A&E
FAM
NICK
HGTV
SPIKE
WTBS
TOON
COURT
BET
CUT'?
HBO
plays

Ron Burgundy in "Anchorman."

country for his role, agreed.
"If anything, what we discovered
was actually the opposite of what
we depicted in the movie," he told
The Associated Press. "These guys
were very educated, very smart
guys who really took pride in what
they did."
But there are a few who conform
to the stereotype, as Phil Bremen, a
telecommunications professor at
Ball State University, can attest.
He worked in the '70s at a station
where the producer liked to let the
anchor lend his own special flair to
the teases right before a commercial
break to entice viewers to stay
tuned.
"Instead of scripting a tease, the
producer would ask the anchor to
rough out a few words himself,"
Bremen remembered. "Showing the
anchor where he needed to do this
was a page that was blank except for
the simple instruction, 'Tease more
news.'
"Sure enough, one night the
anchor breezed right through that
page on the air. In his most authoritative tones, he told the viewers:
'Tease more news.' Then, barely
missing a beat after he realized what
he had done, he authoritatively
added, 'We'll have that story in a
moment."
So it's hardly a stretch to see
Burgundy sign off by quizzically
saying "I'm Ron Burgundy?"
because someone typed a question
mark on the TelePrompTer script.
Geisler, who joined the Poynter
Institute in 1998 after a 25-year
career at Milwaukee's Will-TV,
maintains that the Burgundys don't
last long.
"The Ron Burgundys of this
world are found out pretty darn
soon. They're the people who don't
get to work Election Night," she
said, "or they don't get called in to
work the big developing story ...
that cannot be scripted."
lit certainly helps "Anchorman"
work as a comedy to set it in the

This Just In ...
Words of wisdom from
fictional anchormen
A sampling of fictional anchormen sayings:
"In order for the bill to be
passed, it has to be ratified by
two-thirds of the 48 states ...
(looks off camera, sees a crewman holding up two fingers) ...
Oh, two more, huh? Correction,
that's four-thirds!"
— Ted Baxter on "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show"
"I've said it before and Ill say it
again. Democracy doesn't work.
Now, over the years, a newsman
learns a number of things that, for
one reason or another, he just
cannot report. It doesn't seem to
matter now, so ... the following
people are gay ..."
— Kent Brockman of "The
Simpsons"
Morbo the alien anchorman in
"Futurama":
Linda, the female newscaster:
"Next, New New York in Crisis.'
Morbo?
Morbo:
"Thanks,
human
female. Puny Earthlings were
shocked today to learn that a ball
of garbage will destroy their
pathetic city of New New York."
Linda: "Makes me glad we live
here in Los Angeles."
Morbo: "Morbo agrees." (Both
chuckle.)

'70s — "a golden age of stupid local
news broadcasting." as Thompson
put it, when so-called happy-talk
news first hit the airwaves.
As for any current anchormen
out there who might be offended by
the Burgundy character and think
it's a gross exaggeration of reality,
"Anchorman" director/co-screenwriter Adam McKay reassures:
"This is a comic archetype ... It's
such a cartoonish movie."
"It's like saying you based Bugs
Bunny on someone."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Miss America Heather French
Henry was ready to launch her
career as a children's book author
last fall with a tale about Veterans
Day.
Those plans came to a halt in
October when the vehicle she was
driving struck and killed a bicyclist
just blocks away from her Louisville
home. While police determined
Henry wasn't at fault, she was overcome by guilt, and struggled to get
out of bed or talk about what happened. She canceled most of her
public appearances as wife of
Kentucky's lieutenant governor and
executive director of her veterans
foundation.
But Henry, who advocated for
homeless veterans as Miss America
2000, kept hearing from veterans
nationwide who urged her to soldier
on.
"The veterans groups were
extremely adamant about me trying
to keep my head together as much as
possible." Henry said. They understood a lot of what I went through
probably more than anyone."
So she returned to writing and
illustrating children's books about
Claire, a rambunctious 8-year-old
girl who learns about patriotism and
volunteerism in everyday life.

BOB
CORNELISON

Home
Auto
Form.
IRA's
Nursing Home
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Proud

Even

WA

Sister

and electrical services; 600 new next to his Humvee late last year.
judges, and improvements to health
Beard said he had no problem
care.
with reports of bomb blasts and sol"Our men and women who are diers being killed and wounded. "I
making the sacrifices on behalf of just want to make sure we balance
our nation are not focusing on the it," he said.
negatives and the obstacles as they
"From my experience, they were
interact daily with the citizens of thankful for us being there." said
Iraq," Harrison said. "Americans' Beard, a Florida Army National
helping hands are everywhere."
Guard soldier.
The Iraq-America Freedom
Of those fighting U.S. efforts, he
Alliance is a coalition of Americans said: "There are bad apples who
and Iraqis committed to fostering want to spoil it for everyone."
good will between the two nations
Mayor John Peyton pointed out
and winning the war on terror. the value of the military to the
While its parent organization is Jacksonville community and noted
headed by conservatives — includ- the approach of Independence Day.
ing Jack Kemp, Steve Forbes and
"We are very proud of the work
Jeanne Kirkpatrick — it lists both our troops -are doing to free the
Republicans and Democrats on its Iraqis," Peyton said. "As we
board of advisers.
approach July 4th to celebrate our
Among those who spoke at the own democracy and founding and
news conference was Sgt. Chris freedom in this country at the same
Beard, who suffered shrapnel time we are handing off Iraq to their
wounds to his face, back and spine people so they free to accomplish
from a roadside bomb exploded democracy in their area."

Miss America Henry writes
books to teach about veterans

"Jurassic Park"I
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Sponge Sponge Sponge Sponge Sponge
1336 II 11 Woad- Curb
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Trucks!
21 13 Cosby FreshPr FreshPr THervey Harvey

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —
More schools, better health care and
improvements in utility services are
among the positive stories that have
been overlooked in the U.S. handover of power to Iraq, according to
a group that seeks to give a fuller
picture of the war-torn country.
Members of the Iraq-America
Freedom Alliance held a news conference Wednesday to counter what
they see as a daily drumbeat of
news reports that focus on attacks
and kidnappings by insurgents.
"We cannot afford to let the good
news go untold," said retired Maj.
General Ronald 0. Harrison, former
adjutant general of the National
Guard in Florida. "It's not all chaos.
Iraq is not burning in all areas."
Since the fall of Saddam
Hussein, Harrison said improvements include the renovation of
3,300 Iraqi schools; the printing of9
million new math and science textbooks; improvements to telephone
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Organization says positive
stories going untold in Iraq
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AP Photo

A girl points to an American soldier's sunglasses while at his outpost, guarding the Palestine
Hotel in Baghdad, Iraq.
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"It was hard to come back into
real life, and every day it is still hard
in a lot of aspects," Henry said.
"And any time I've gone through
anything — happy, sad, mad. whatever — drawing has always been an
outlet."
The first installments in the
series, "Claire's Magic Shoes" and
"Flying Away," were on bookshelves in May. "What Freedom
Means to Me" came out for Flag
Day, and "Life, Liberty and the
Pursuit of Jellybeans" is being
released for July Fourth. The books
are geared toward children in
kindergarten through fifth grade.
Henry, 29, who has a master's
degree in design and illustration,
completed 32 color drawings for
each book. Published by Californiabased Cubbie Blue Publishing Inc.,
they're selling for $15.95 at
Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble and
other booksellers. All royalties go to
support Henry's veterans foundation
and her lobbying efforts in
Washington. D.C., which she said
are becoming more important as
troops return from Afghanistan and
Iraq.
In "Pepper's . Purple Heart,"
which Henry wrote before her accident. Claire's dog is hit by a car
when she and her best friend,
Robbie, are pretending to rescue
him in a backyard military operation.
Her neighbor, Mr. Jones. takes
care of "Sergeant Pepper" and gives
the dog the Purple Heart he received
as a Marine in Vietnam to wear
when they all march in the Veterans
Day parade. Mr. Jones, a four-star
general. teaches Claire about opportunities for women in the military
and invites her to visit the veterans

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon 4\.,
MURRAY
660 P4. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
12701 753-6272

So

with
hospital
him.
"Veterans are
the true heroes
— not the guy
the
dribbling
or
basketball
the
throwing
football," said
Ken Moore, a
Henry
Vietnam veteran
Rochester.
from
N.Y., who frequently works with
Henry. "I think it's important that a
child know that. These books will
help accomplish that."
Henry, whose father is a disabled
Vietnam veteran, said she would
like to write future books about
Memorial Day, President's Day,
Mother's Day and Father's Day.
Denice Ruddle, spokeswoman
for a Louisville Barnes & Noble,
said more than 50 people bought
books at a signing with Henry in
May.
"The kids love it when she reads
to them," Ruddle said. "They enjoy
the stories, and the illustrations are
very colorful."
Pete Dougherty, director of
homeless veterans programs in the
U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs, said he was among those
who encouraged Henry to return to
the fight on the veterans front after
her accident.
"Life is full of unforeseen circumstances. and I wanted her to
understand that society would greatly benefit from her staying
involved," Dougherty said."Her stories are about what military veterans
have done for this country. She
understands the sacrifice they made
and the impact on families of veterans."

MAYFIELD
V.Trj
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
12701 251-4545

Office Hours By Appeintment
1400-272-9477
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Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise am preference, limitation or dommmabon based on rake CLAW, religion, sex. handicap,
fanuhal status or national ongm, or intention to make any such prel
erences, limitations or discnitunation
State laws turbid discnmination in the sale rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under fed
eral law
We will knownly accept any advertising tor real estate which Is riot
in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity' basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P %Lim
rMirstis-lirv
iftrt.'7.17-7

ADJUSTMENTS
Alvertisers are requested IC. _rieck the first
insertion ol their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & lines be responsible tor only one
incorrect martian Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 cm.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 cm.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur 12 p m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday -

010
020
025
030
040
060
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

430
415
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
465
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Etta,*
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms FOf Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Spoil Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch, frO"i Discount 2nd Run,
44.fl Discount 3rd Run
(Shopping(,URIC/
53.00 per column inch extra for Monday

AR

fitAcL YOUR UNL AI2 AND II WILL APPE
EXTRA CHARGE.
flj WEBSITE Al NO

ON

I IN:I XII',
58.25 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
dav
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per
'C iasir, •
any submitted matter
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit

or Julie Brown

at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department
day-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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ce Hours: Mon
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Offi

Center Ridge Water System
Notice of Request for Qualifications
for Engineering Services
The Center Ridge Water System hereby
invites engineering firms to submit a statement of qualifications that will be evaluated
in selecting a firm to perform services on a
system improvement project. The project consists of approximately 8,000 feet of 4 inch and
4,000 feet of 2 inch PVC water line. The following criteria will be utilized in'evaluating
each firm's qualifications: Qualifications (20
points), Ability of professional personnel (20
points), Past record and experience (20
points), Performance data on file (10 points),
Willingness to meet time and budget requirements 110 points) and Location (10 points).
Qualifications will be reviewed by the Water
System owner which Will request a conference with the highest ranking firm.
Qualifications should be sent to: Center
Ridge Water System, 281 Morris Road,

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays
8 a.m.-1 p.m. & 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon., Wed., & Fri. 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

1/1

Notice

Lost and Found

OUTSIDE Inn Daylily Garden over 1.500 varieties
Take 641N to 1346. turn
right and follow signs
Wednesdays
Open
Saturdays
through
7am-6pm 437-4015

BLACK lab/mix named
Irish missing the 4th of
July. Has red collar & rabe tags. Please call Lynn
it 502-299-1832 or Westside vet.
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger 8 Times.

Notice

Notice

Notice

Starting Now Until Season End Sp

270-753-5410

StilIarageRR,ES

IN MEMORY OF BURLIN WOODS

PRACTICAL Dental Assisting We are now taking
applications for the class
which starts September
11, 2004. You will be
trained on Saturdays for
11 weeks, allowing you to
keep your present Job
while you gain skills for a
new career. Most dental
assistants have evenings,
weekends & holidays off.
For information call. Dr.
Charles Bohle, (270)
442-0256. Limited enrollment! Call Now

SWEET
CORN

on
Dexter, KY 42036 no later than 4:00 p.m.
July 26, 2004. Questions may be directed to

Peaches 8
Cream

William Duncan at 270/474-8267.

$2.25

One year ago today you heard Jesus call,
You went to heaven and left us all.

per dozen

We love you and miss you today,
As much as we did when you went away.
I know we will meet again on that
beautiful shore
Where we will never part any more.

293-8430

has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers.
Must be customer
oriented with food
service experience_
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.

Email us at
mit@murrayledgercom
110•^-

you're the

BIG 40.

Notice
CUSTOM Embroidery by
Jean's Embroidery Biz
270-437-4697
SUMMER Hours. Starting
July 1 Tuesday through
Friday 10-2pm. Thurs &
Friday 5-8pm. Sandra D's
Diner. 293-3816

th
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1:31Help Wanted

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

CALLO WAY County Fam
ily History Book. Family
histories needed. Not necessary- to have been born
in Calloway County. Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free. Entries may
be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse. 704
Vine Street. on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6. For
more information call
759-4938
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted
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NOTICE

Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
is accepting applications for Maintenance I
position.
Minimum requirements: Must possess Class
B, CDL, Valid KY Drivers License, High
School Diploma. Holiday and Weekend hours
of employment will be required. Four year,
experience.
Responsibilities: Proficient iii operation of
grounds, heavy equipment-backhoe, tractors,
mowers and similar equipment. Will supervise all seasonal Maintenance Employees,
Volunteers and Community Service Workers.
Salary and Benefits: Minimum salary for the
position $10.75 per hour (depending on training and experience) plus benefits. MurrayCalloway County Park benefit package
includes health insurance, life insurance.
retirement plan, sick, vacation and personal
days.

an
le.

Join our World Class Organization!!
leader in the manufacturing
Pella Corporation, established in 1925, is an industry
5th consecutive year, pella
the
For
doors.
and
s
and sales of high quality window
ies to Work for list, ranking
has been on Fortune's Magazine 100 Best Compan
number 22 for 2004!
facility in Murray, Kentucky. We
We are looking for team members to join our
night shift openings (working
our
fill
to
s
member
team
new
are looking for

10:30 p.m.-7:00 a.m.-many start earlier in the evening

based on overtime

milli in the following position:

a.m.)
Night Shift Assembly Operators (10:30 p.m. - 7:00
a fast-paced manufacturing
We are looking for diverse individuals who enjoy
improve and grow as individuals
environment, who are willing to continuously
respect each other, share in rewards,
and as a company. Join team members who
y activities.
compan
and participate in fun internal and external
ation and benefit package includPella Corporation offers a competitive compens
short and long-term disability
ce,
ing health and dental insurance, life insuran
profit sharing, 401k and
bonus,
monthly
,
holidays
and
s
vacation
insurance, paid
numerous other benefits.
ent please apply in person. or send
If you are a high school graduate or equival
the Internet at
from
printed
be
that can
your application

httplkeao.murraystate.edukdc to:
The Career Discovery Center
1405 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 762-7080
to Ise inters iesved Qualified applicants will hr
Succerssfully passing pre-employment testing is required
Center
Discovery
Career
contacted to take the tests at the
drug screen and physical required
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/HA' Post often

VIEWED

To BE THE BEST.*

Drivers/DEDICATED,
REGIONAL & OTR No NYC
Singles Start 0 34e & Teams
start 0 41c Also
hiring 0+0o s& CDL Grads
USA Truck
800-237-4642
wreov usa-truck corn
eoe rnitihrv

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Id
ut
.y.

ht
in

060

060

Help Wanted

NOW Hiring for all positions, for all shifts. Apply in person @ Sonic
Drive-in. 217 S. 12th
Street. No Phone Calls
Please.
OTR driver, dedicated.
freight, home most weekend (731)247-5871
SALES, promotion and
service persons needed
for local Steel Building Co.
If interested in being part
of the building team, call
1-888-547-1811. Leave #
for call back. John Jones
the Quonset King
Call 753-1916
SEEKING a full time posi060
tion in a office. MondayHelp Wanted
Fnday as a medical transcriptionist. Please call
AN established Insurance
evenings 731-642-7865,
Agency in Murray. KY is
days 731-642-8591
looking for person who is
interested in pursuing a
Domestic & Childcare
career in the insurance
field Applicant must be liWill
EXPERIENCED
censed or willing to be
up after renters,
clean
trained. Please send your
new construction, remodresume to the address beeling, floors, windows,
low by July 15th. We offer
etc. 436-5914 Valerie
competitive salary and
I clean homes 759-2386
1040-F,
Box
P.O.
.
benefits
NEED a housekeeper?
Murray. KY
Call: 345-2043. References available_ Can work
with your scheduling. If no
answer, please leave a
message.

Sadly Missed by Wife Juanita and Family

Birthdays come; Birthdays
go. Before you know it,

060

060

020

020

MOVER. Full-time benefits. High school graduate,
one year related experience. Good physical condition, lift 100 pounds
maximum. Valid dnver's license required (must obtain CDL). Pre-employment drug screening. Salary $6.98 hourly. Apply at:
Human Resources. Murray State University. 404
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY,
42071-3312. Women/minorities encouraged to apply EEO, M/F/D. AA employer.

Murray-Calloway County Park is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Human Resource Manager
Jakel Inc., a leading Murray manufacturer,
has an opening for a HR Manager. The qualified candidate will personally handle all
aspects of Human Resources which include
interviewing applicants, benefits administration, worker's compensation, training, EEO
record keeping, wage administration, HRIS,
and any other related HR duties which will be
communicated through the Corporate headquarters in Illinois. We are looking for a person with a positive personality and organization skills to maintain high ethical standards,
manage all the HR functions, and have the
ability to communicate well within the entire
organization. This person must have a mini
mum of five years experience in supervising
or managing a human resource department. A
business degree specializing in Human
Resources is a plus.

money'?
NEED extra
Housekeepers needed for
Saturday hours cleaning
resort accommodations
Call 436-2345

7/19/04 to:

Human Resources
400 Broadway
Highland,IL 62240

Articles
For Sole
MISC/FOR Sale Free Dish
Network 4 room satellite
system free That's right
hook-up 4 TV's with 60
channels including local
network for $34 99 per
month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077

150
Articles
For Sale
6'X7 4 window black
Leonard camper topper.
box
truck
8'x8'x14'
753-3724
A $1.120 Certified L/11
.56 carat diamond solitaire
ring. Set in 14K yellow
gold. Ring contains one
round, brilliant cut diamond set in four-prong.
Size 8. Asking $400. Call
489-2887 or 293-6942
BASSINET $20, swing
$60. high chair $15.
walker $35. All for $120.
753-2613 before 5 pm
M-F. 489-2548
CRAFTSMAN home and
shop wet-dry vacuum.
$20 Wood shaper, $75
270-354-6747
DESKS $50/each, miscellaneous office items
759-8780

lin Help VOsnlid

I. Necessary Product
2. No Credit Turn Downs
3. Leads Furnished
4. High Earnings
5. Bonus Plan
6. Advancement Potential
7. Benefits
8. Paid Training Program

If so, call Paula (270)753-2654
•

150

STOP foreclosure I will
buy your home. Cash offer
hours.
24
within
1-800-693-9340
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators. and air conditioners. 753-4109

Does this opportunity interest you'?

We are an equal opportunity employer, which
offers a competitive salary and benefits package. Please send salary history or requirements with resume to I.5chreierCqjakelinc.com,
fax to 618-654-5320, or send resume by

753-3853

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519S. 12th, Murray.

060
Help Wanted

•All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

MISC/FOR Sale High
Speed Internet service via
satellite for $29.95 per
month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077
NEW 12" Rigid compound
miter saw. $225. New 15"
Rigid drill press 5/8 chuck
1/32-5/8 drill bit. 12 speed
100
options $270. New Rigid
Business
wood lathe $275. New 16"
Opportunity
variable speed scroll saw
3 ton 13"
APT. Bldg. 2BR IBA up- $80. 1 used
bench mount arbor with
stairs_ 3BR 2BA down
rotating plate $190. 1
New roof. paint Below apincome
o
praisal $700/m
18" 3 ton arbor press
S5 100 489-2296
$100 731-694-7546
120
NEW 20' car haul trailer
White with white spoked
wheels Days 753-0133,
TERS
MDM COMPU
492-8219
nights
A+ Certified Technician
STRAW for sale $2 a
On site service
bale 489-2436. if no an759.3556
swer leave message
140
Want to Buy
Appliances

FULL TIME RN needed in
small Tennessee nursing
Anita
Call
home
731-247-3205
FULL-TIME or part-time,
will train. Murray Sewing
Center 759-8400
GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hinng for
the following positions.
LPN-RN weekend option
available 6p-6a. work 12
hours get paid 16 hours.
Anyone interested in becoming part of our team
may apply in person.
HVAC serviceman. Salary
& benefits based on abilities. Also needing ductwork builder/installer. Apply at Smallman Heating &
Air. 909 Arch Street, Fulton, KY. (270)472-1912

Job applications and full job descriptions for
the above listed position are available at the
Park Office located 900 Payne Street,
Murray, KY 42071. Deadline for application
is 4:00 p.m. Friday, July 16, 2004.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
For sale or rent 99 16X80
on 6 acre $450 month
rent Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2BR mobile home
for rent or sale No pets
753-9866
L 300
Business Rentals
spaci„.
COMMERCIAL
South 4th Street in Mi
ray 60'x60 space with of
Ca!
included
lice
724
7

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
S200/mo 753-4109
1BR all appliances Oaks

apartments 7_59-411$

1BR apt available. all appliances furnished Murcal Realty 753-4444_
1BR apt Newly remodeled. nice quiet area.
parking
off-street
753-8588
1BR studio $345 pmo
1BR w. study W D S350
pmo 2BR townhouse.
W/D $410 p . mo Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message
1BR. washer and dryer
pets
no
available
S240.mo 767-9037
1BR-4BR apartments Ask
about move in free days
Coleman BE759,411/1
21 cu ft ref ngerato
Room all furnished all
2
2
436-583
utilities, water electric,
phone and cable included
Home Furnishings
Access to pool & fitness
room S400 month 5150
WWW TROTTERS
deposit. Call for informaWOODSHOP COM
tion. (270)753-8407
75 1249
1419-B Hiliwood.
2BR
alm
8n
hi
$4251mo Deposits and
references Pets extra
293-8462
48" scag commercial walk
2BR 1bath with carport, all
behind with rider's seat. appliances furnished. w'd
V2 engine, age 1 year, like
hook-up. C...1-hA 1 year
new, cost 53.000 best oflease. 1 month deposit
fer. 7 1-498-8542
No pets 12701753-2905
2BR apts. 2 Northwood ,
area. 1 Cambridge area
All appliances furnished
14X80 mostly furnished 3 Call 293-6968
bedroom, utility room, 2 2BR close to MSU S325 +
bath, whirlpool. garden
deo Call 435-4114
tub, carport, roofed back
2BR duplex $400 mo Call
porch. small front porch
12701759-4406
2BR duplex CHA 1909-B
1.1 acres with new riding
S365
Dr
Westwood
mower all for $37.000 I ease no pets 753-8002
762-0544
2BR Large apt. appliances
included most utilities
16X80 3BR 2 bath
no pets 767-9037_
$10.795 tax paid. put it in
2BR NEAR MSU
your name 437-4465
Coleman RE 759-4118.
28X72 double-wide office
building His and her bath2BR quiet location. w,d
pets
no
rooms, 1 large room, sevhookup
m o
eral small rooms, central S 3 5 5
Call
$12,000
air
753-6931 293-6070
437-4608
2BR. carport, no pets. 1
JUST IN' Brand new
year lease $375 per
$17,999 00 month 753-9636
home
LOADED 3/4 inch ply2BR Duplex C.1-1..A
wood floors, shingle roof
Coleman RE 759-4118.
and much more We fi- 5 and &bedroom house &
nance even with bad
1-2. 3br apts furnished.
credit'!' 731-642-6438
near MSU 753-1252 or
THE SALES Center is full, 753-0606
Repos. used. new and
CONDO on Lake for
lease 2 br 2 bath. pool
play models all must go
554-8731
No
Save thousands
FORREST View Apartmoney down with your
ments 1213 N 16th St
as
low
as
deed or
now accepting applicadown
$862 00
tions for 2br townhouses
731-642-6185
$360,
rent
basic
280
bedroom
month One
Mobil Homes For Rent
Call
S330/month
763-1970 Leave Mes(1) 3B8 and (1) 2BR for sage
rent C H 'A with approved
NICE 2 Bedroom. 2 Bath
credit. 437-4465
Duplex in quiet neighbor- '
rent
$350
14X80 3BR 2BA
hood all appliances, no
121145 deposit 492A1526
5475/month.
pets
38R. 28A to, rent avail- 436-5927
1
able now 293-107

I

_

Services Offered
1311
[

320
Apartments For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $42500
5100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for tall
Office hours 8-4
Mon- T,hurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221

SATURDAY. JULY 10, 2004
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Reel Estill.

APPROXIMATELY 3,000
sq ft building located at
Street
4th
643 N
$400,month Ideal place
for carpet or cabinet shop
753-8087 leave message

REAL Estate- Corner o
New Hwy 68/80 & Purdom Rd In 2 tracts 15 72
acre 11900 ft rd frontage)
734 acres (1950 ft rd
frontage) 5 miles from
Murray $4,150 an acre
2-3850
142

Used Cars

illionws For UM
KEITH Baker Homes
Bring us the deed to your
land and let us put you in
home
dream
your
731-644-0013

2003 BMW 3251 red, 33K
$26,900 293-3446
1996 Mercury Grand Marquis LS. 4 door, white with
cordovan leather seats,
109,000 miles. 1 owner
$4,500 Must see and
appreciate.
to
drive
435-4305

1988 30 ft Sunlounger
Pontoon, 90 HP Johnson
too many extras to mention $4,500 1994 Dayton
Tigershark Jet Ski with
trailer $1,200 753-4304

ASPHALT Paving and
sealcoating Residential,
Over 40
Commercial
experience
years
Mitchell Bros Paving
or
759-0501
Ph
753-1537

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

Painting & Staining, Carpentry, Minor Plumbing
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates, references
given Phone 435-4682

QUICK & Right Painting,
House work, Yard work,
covering installaR
FLOO
1996.
area
SEY
KIRK
ood, viSki
hardw
Twain
Odd Jobs (270)761-2559
,
Mark
carpel
1978
tion
mobile
16x80. Fleetwood
ASPHALT
te,
lamina
vct.
Outry
c,
Mercu
cerami
115HP
nyl.
Boat,
home on 3-acre wooded
Travis Asphalt
soraiiim
RESIDENTIAL alterations
minor floor repairs Free
board great condition,
corner lot 38R, 2BA. fireSealcoating
,
years expeseats
15
new
additions. Simmons
New
tes
great
runs
estima
ler
and
d,
Chrys
fence
hts,
1979
Owner
skylig
place.
Tony Travis,
ences
Refer
vests,
ski
cting. quality craftshome
rope,
very
ski
lake
,
Contra
pups
skis,
e
rience
older
owner
L
poodl
ps
One
SMAL
hooku
Yorker
ADORABLE
washer/dryer
*Driveways
123K
manship at reasonable
270-753-4722
and all accessories inapproximately 300 yards
436-6414
good condition
-Parking Lots
$47,000 Call 978-0142
$2.700
prices, free estimates.
cluded
from water Large family
$1.350 436-5776
FREE ESTIMATES
LAND Home Packages
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
958
767-0
(270)753-9260
room New roof in 2003
753-2279
Available
NOW LEASING
Tnmming, removal, stump
AUSTRALIAN Shepherd
1374 Boatwright Trail
lspecia
home
land
our
Let
Used Trucks
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
BACKHOE & TRUCKING gnnding, firewood. Insurpuppies. black/white tri,
Need help
$20,000 753-1566
ist help you find your
We accept Section
ed. 489-2839.
ROY HILL.
merle, parents on site,
your
g
otin
Prom
•
1
r
/II
dream home package We
8 vouchers
system, gravel,
$200
ROLET 4x4 '99
Septic
CHEV
registered
MORRIS HOME
Acreege
Business?
sell homes in TN and KY
Most Major Brand,
and
white rock
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
, long wheel base
model
767-0843
IMPROVEMENT
Call today for details at
902 Northwood Dr
436-2113
loaded, excellent condiCall us we will be
10 Year rii Murray
0012
OWAY County New
-644CALL
1-731
hoe
Track
&
268
Monday
ence
work
472-0
Dozer
tion (270)
DOG Obedi
glad to help.
Types Home Repair
area 580
On The Square • Mu"
All
dence
in
Provi
home
om
bedro
ing
4
Friday
NICE
Wednesday.
Master Trainer
BUD'S concrete finish
1500
vements
Ram
Impro
or 90
&
Dodge
acres
(2701 753-1713
180
2002
Times
acres
&
7
on
Ledger
town
Murray
county Close to
Phone 759-4984
436-2858
No lob too big or too
f
drive,
r
acres Beautiful home $119.000. Quad Cab 2 wheel
ates
estim
acres
16
Equal Housing
Free
53-19
small
270-7
like new 32,000 miles
Call Susan at
270-759-4599
sites
WALTERS
270-753-6342
Opportunity
270-759-4355
paper 901-466-9169
673
S&W
753-6
00
TZU
$17,0
SHIHRUBBISH
bed4
CONTRACTING
home
/
older
JUNK
NICE
TDD 11-800-648-6056
731-352-0037
trained
ovam
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
room 1 bath Some up- 2001 Ford F250 extended
R
RED OAKS APTS.
731-642-5151
t
stroke diealmos
power
ngs
4x4,
away
buildi
cab,
e
haul
Site
outsid
For
2
we'll
Offered
Siding, Addition, and Rees
al,
Homes
dates
Servic
Special
miles
49,000
sel,
in Hazel. Call for more
anything, from attics to
modeling. Quality Work.
$100 Deposit
$22.800 227-0906
492-R152
odd lobs. Senior
30 Years Experiinfn
barns,
Over
1BR From $280
0 Down Program
436-2867 Joe's Small En
y
489-2583
Energ
(270)
Gerald Walters.
nts
ern
Discou
South
ence.
es
Suppli
&
$325
ck
From
Livesto
2BR
(100% Financing)
gine Repair. Free pick
cab
s.
592
ext.
Home
753-2
Chevy
?
2000
Call Today
HOUSE & ROOF
Call Keith Baker Homes
up/delivery.
Custom build your home
$11,500. 1993 long wheel
753-8668.
WASHING
today and let's get you
1996 Delta stock bumpe
200
over
or choose from
base $4,000. Call after 436-5141
Experience and
A-AFFORDready for your new home
17x646-1/2
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
trailer,
or
floor plans. Call today for
435-4737
4pm.
Professional Equipment
ABLE Hauling Clean out
1-731-644-0013
bath wgarage All apphan$1,250 759-1342
details 1-800-533-3568
436
293-4&
Junk
s
Quality work at
gutter
es
month
garag
1
ces. 1 yr lease
SPEC home
a reasonable price
1997 3BR 2BA doubletree work
de •sit No pets 753-2905
six
for
Awesome home' Ready
NEED good home
Insured
wide on block foundation
Starting at
year old, pony of Amen- Garden, tub, fireplace, to move into Set-up on
527-5974
492-8688 Roof Repairs CARPORTS
ed. Roy Hill
today
Call
land
ca's Gelding. beautiful Ap- large deck, carport on
New Roofs, all types. 29 $675. install
www.murrayledger.com
LAMILKILd6913, haul113.
paloosa coloring $1.300 5-1/2 beautiful acres on
731-644-0012
years experience. Call (270)436-2
aping, backhoe
landsc
ing,
ex
bath,
Click on the button for
3 Welfroom 2
Call 436-5125
Carters.
Cherry Corner Rd Must
Concrete Finishing, & loader work 753-4545
THREE bedroom, one
more details'
tremely nice, garage fire
00
$59.5
e
v
Fri. & Sat.
i
see
bath with new hardwood
or 492-6265
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- Dr
piaixe., sun porch, secunty
400
,
Patios
north
ts,
270-436-6218
alks,
up,
cabine
Sidew
cleanways.
floors, oak
ING all around
Murray Moose
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
systam 8 miles east
Yard Sale
of Kirksey. $82,500. Call
gutters, tree work 436- etc. 759-3229.
"since 1971"
Coloima7-1 RE 759-4118
e
Lodg
1
ft.
sq
3BR. 2BA. 1,400
(270)554-8467
2867
ets •Upholstery
*Carp
work
month
r,
per
Tracto
OM
.$330
CUST
3BR 1BA
St.
acre lot with large back16th
N.
1300
gency Water
e
•Emer
Servic
Tree
s
A-1
bush
Home
USED
tilling, blade work,
Rita.CleM5L 753-9826
yard Lynn Grove area
p.m.
Removal *Quick Drying
2
a.m.
Stump Removal
tes
7
trade for your used
us
estima
Free
Let
ng
hoggi
or
339
COUNTRY living 3 miles
435-4
$80,000
S60
Free Estimates
492-8737,
home or let us make and
Gerald L Carroll, owner
out 3BR 2 full baths, all
10 speed
2259 Van Cleave
293-3076
Free Column
Dirt?'
'Got
home
044
437-3
your
163
on
serv293-0
or
offer
lawn
159
492-6
appliances plus
Rd.
Bike
tain
827
Moun
753-5
ates
Estim
Fre4
3568
-5331-800
ice 753-7903, 753-7813
3BR, 2BA, brk, c/h/a, Ha(Junction Hwy. 80
FREE firewood, cut your
360
731-247-5465,
zel.
DNJ HANDYMAN
& Van Cleave)
yfsbodirect.com
www.k
own, dozens of hardwood
s
Storage Rental
270-761-2657, leave mesWe do all the odd lobs
MOODY'S Mower Repair
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Saturday
1988 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
See local FSBO listings
trees on the ground.
753r.
ons,
you
delive
sage
pick-up &
Decks, Home Additi
area.
seats 4 w/back seat has
w/picture and description
8 a.m. - ?
Crossland
,
don't have time for Plus
5668
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
350 engine, good
ise your property
rack
Advert
49
98-64
731-4
Wicker furniture.
A&F Warehousing
2BA
BEAUTIFUL 38R,
all repairs for home and
Garages, Pole Barns,
truck $1800
-$10 no commission. Call
glider rocker,
Near MSU $20-50
double garage with extra
business
FREE to good home adult
info.
084
for
978-1
308
(270)
767-9
753-7668
NEED your lawn cut or
location
baby furniture,
Great
lot
293-5438
ngs. Fencing
Buildi
collie 436-5759
al
femal
ed?
lawn equipment repair
1986 Chevrolet 4x4 3/4
decorative items,
$172,000 Job relocation
Quality Workmanship
all
ing,
on
finish
calls
e
RETE
servic
good
CONC
I
make
rives
day
runs/d
ton,
Call night 759-2412
lots of misc. stuff.
Licensed
MURRAY Store and Lock
Tim
Call
sidewalks, patios, drivebrands
great for heavy hauling
762-0602
753-7860 753-1194
presently has units availaways, free estimates. 270-978-1431
4 00pm
after
943
293-8
ble 753-2905 or 753ADAMS Electrical & Air (270)435-4619
$3,000 OBO
ESTATE, 102N. 9th 2BR.
7536
GrizCond. Call 436-5007 for
a
Yamah
ALL CARPENTRY Re1 BA. dining, basement, RED 2002
510
ALAN'S PAINTING
all your Relectrical and Air
rential lock.
w/diffe
4x4
zly
additions,
deep
e,
modeling,
garag
with
detached
Spring
the
in
rs
Bring
Campe
.
Cond. needs
tires. Call after 5pm.
2688 Charley
PREMIER MINISTORporches, decks, sun
lot Excellent location. Good
sional
profes
767-0405_
AGE
rooms, roofing, sagging
Older house, good condi- $5.000.
REPAIR
Miller Rd.
intenor/extenAPPLIANCE
40FT. Timbendge Park
•Inside climate control
, termite & water
floors
nable
tion $67,900 293-8487.
SERVICE & PARTS. or painting reaso
with
Home
Model
North of Murray
storage
damage. Larry Nimmo
293-1867
tes'
Or
estima
Free
rates
MOTORCYCLE
26
93-87
270-2
toor
12x30 glass sunroom,
•Security alarmed
(270)753-9372
INSURANCE
Sat2-1/2 miles west
759-5534
tally furnished with many
353
•Sate & clean
753-0
(270)
731ntee'
ance
KY,
Guara
Insur
in
ney
ion
McKin
isfact
HWY 641 South
Chuck Van Buren
at
Located
of 641 N.
extras.
-We sell boxest
Services
593-5155
remodeled, new roof, sepiew R.V. Resorton
Lakev
•We rent U-Hauls
Fri. & Sat.
"Your Hometown
tic, carpet. etc Nice
water. Call David Hollis at
753-9600
Insurance Source"
$49,900 (731)247-3068
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
(270, 436-5107.
104 N 4th Street
400
Lots of low prices.
753-3500
`lard Saie
Boats & Motors
INVOICE REDUCTION
'04, V-Rod, lava red, seat,
SALE.
ANTIQUE/
Call today and save, save, backrest, 1K miles. very
BOAT INSURANCE
$16,000_
bike.
HOUSEHOLD TAG
save We have over 20 nice
We now manufacture. Buy direct
McKinney Insurance
inventory 293-8549
in
homes
SALE
Services
Order by II a.m. &
1-731-644-0013
501 South 6th
"Your Hometown
pick up ne.r: day.
Thurs.-Sat.
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Insurance Source"
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
104 N 4th Street
s
Home
le
•Mobi
ng
•Vinyl Siding & Fenci
200 Grove Lane
5.000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock
Fine antiques, oil
753-3500
classified ads
our
see
e
ing
Com
Clean
al
Extern
All
k
*Bric
Painting, pegged cherry
Take 94E to Elm
ALUMINUM Levee-Lift let#1 & #2 available in most colors
online,
•Acid Cleaning Available
drop leaf, tables. 6 tin
$600
new.
$1295
lift
ski
ways
)roye. Turn right or
i.)e sate, jelly cupboard
•We Use Hot Water -Parking Lots & Drive
Call Metal Mall
435-4602 or 293-4602
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Vertigo is different
from hypoglycemia
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have had
great success with your "no flour, no
sugar" diet. I'm 84 and have lost 10
pounds in two months. Last week I
awakened
so
dizzy that. I
could
barely
stand. I had to
hold onto the
bedpost because
the room was
Spinning violently.
I am in an
Dr. Gott
assisted-living
facility and was
By
transported to
Dr. Peter Gott the hospital ER,
where a young
doctor diagnosed low blood sugar
(without a blood test) and told me to
stay off the diet.
I am OK now and will re-start the
diet, making sure that I consume
some skim milk or diet iced cream
at bedtime. Is this a common occurrence?
DEAR READER: I do not
believe that what you experienced
was due to hypoglycemia, which
causes lightheadedness or faintness,
and is not a consequence of my diet.
In my opinion, you were suffering from vertigo, an abnormality in
the inner ear that was unrelated to
dieting.
I suggest that you get back on the
diet. Should the vertigo resurface,
you will need a consultation with an
ear-nose-and-throat specialist, who
will test you and prescribe appropriate therapy.

As wedding day gets closer,
bride-to-be wants to be free

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am another overweight diabetic who suffers
from painful dermatitis where skin
meets skin beneath my breasts. I
learned long ago that talc or cornstarch simply makes matters worse;
so, suspecting a fungus overgrowth,
I began using Cruex cream that
cures the rash in a matter of days.
Just thought you'd be interested.
DEAR READER: In overweight diabetics, many skin rashes
are the result of fungal infections in
areas where the skin is warm, moist
and dark. Cruex, an anti-fungal
preparation marketed for the treatment of athlete's foot, could — in
theory — have beneficial effects
when used as you described. I have
had no experience with this novel
remedy but mention it for public
interest. I welcome letters from
readers who may have had success
with this approach.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You have
often recommended ibuprofen for
the discomfort of arthritis. When I
picked up a box at the store and read
the label, it said the product was for
colds and sinus congestion. What
gives?
DEAR READER: Ibuprofen is
often added to products marketed to
treat colds and congestion. In this
role, the ibuprofen reduces fever,
aches and pains.
If you wish to try the compound
for your arthritis, purchase regular
ibuprofen (such as Motrin, Advil
and the like) that is not contained in
a cough-and-cold remedy.

DEAR ABBY: I am 24. My health program, but he also hasn't
fiance is 28. We have been together been seen by a doctor in the time
for five years and are engaged to he we've been married -- despite a fammarried in August. I love him, but I ily history of heart problems,
wonder if I love prostate cancer and diabetes. He
him enough to appears to be in good health. but I
marry him. The worry about him.
closer we get to
Whew! tell him ho h lax denour wedding, the tal hygiene affects
hysical
more I want to desire, he listens intent says he
be free.
understands -- and then nothing
1 want to go changes. I love him. We have a good
out, have fun marriage, but he simply won't
and not feel so budge. Please give me some advice.
about Perhaps if he sees this in the paper
Dear Abby serious
everything. He he'll recognize himself. -- LONGmakes things so ING FOR A SWEET-SMELLING
By Abigail
much more com- KISS IN GEORGIA
Van Buren
plicated
than
DEAR LONGING: Don't bet on
they have to be. I can't even suggest it. There is none so blind as he who
a place to go for dinner without him will not see. Your husband also
having to think it over.
appears to have selective deafness
I feel guilty because I feel less when it comes to hearing something
attracted to him all the time. Should he'd rather not act upon.
I many him? -- CLAUSTROPHOFrankly, I don't know how you
BIC IN SAN FRANCISCO
have stood it this long. Insist on
DEAR CLAUSTROPHOBIC: "clearing the air" with a marriage
You may be experiencing pre-wed- counselor. Your husband's refusal to
ding jitters, but one thing is certain: attend to his oral hygiene is childish
You shouldn't say "I do" unless you and disrespectful. Ask for a referral
mean it with all your heart. You and to a health-care provider who is
your fiance could benefit from pre- familiar with medical and dental
marital counseling. It is something phobias. The alternative is to spend
that many churches offer and can be the rest of your life wearing a
valuable for any couple considering clothespin on your nose when your
a lifetime commitment. Only if you husband feels amorous.
•••
can accept your fiance the way he is
should you go through with the marDear Abby is written by
riage.
Abigail Van Buren, also known as
000
Jeanne Phillips. Write Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I'm embarrassed at www.DearAbby.com or P.O.
to admit this, but my husband does- Box 69440. Los Angeles, CA
n't brush his teeth every day. To 90069.
make matters worse, he wears upper
dentures, which he soaks and cleans
only about once a week. He hasn't
been to a dentist in the 13 years
we've been married, and I suspect he
hadn't been for some time before
that.
South dealer.
I have talked to him about how
Both sides vulnerable
this limits my desire to kiss him.
NORTH
Smelling his breath from 3 feet
•A 7 6 5 2
away is something I can't ignore.
.63
•Q 7 6 3
I have tried reasoning with him
+105
that dental health is part of a total
WEST
EAST
•K J 8
•
V 10 7 4
•J 9 5 2
•AKJ 10 5
•9 8 4 2
+72
+864
SOUTH
•Q 4 3
VA KQ8
*—
*A K Q J 9 3
ci.. 40
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ii IA
South
North
West
East
2+
2•
Pass
Pass
3+
Pass
3•
Pass
4+
Pass
Pass
5,
6+
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
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and draw trumps, you'll be in danger
of losing two spade tricks. The problem is to play the hand so as to lose
only one spade trick.
The correct play is unusuaL To
give yourself the best chance, you
should discard a spade on the opening lead! If you do, you make the
slam; if you don't, you go down.
Let's say West shifts to a trump at
trick two. You win with the nine,
cash two hearts, ruff a heart, ruff a
diamond and play all your trumps,
producing this position:
North
•A 7
•Q
West
East
•K
4 10 9
•A
V1
South
•Q4
Q
You now cash the queen of hearts,
and, whatever West discards, the last
three tricks are yours. since West is
squeezed.
The deal is consistent with the
general rule governing squeezes,
namely, that declarer must develop a
position where he has all the remaining tricks but one. After the opening
lead, South sees he has all the
remaining tricks but two. He therefore concedes the first trick —
known in bridge jargon as "rectifying
the count" — in order to bring about
the all-but-one position.

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. July 10, the
192nd day of 2004. There are 174
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 10, 1940, during World
War II, the 114-day Battle of Britain
began as Nazi forces began attacking southern England by air.
On this date:
In 1850, Vice President Millard
Fillmore assumed the presidency.
following the death of President
Taylor.
In 1890. Wyoming became the
44th state.
In 1919, President Wilson personally delivered the Treaty of
Versailles to the Senate, and urged
its ratification.
In 1943. during World War II.
U.S. and British forces invaded
Sicily.
In 1951, armistice talks aimed at
ending the Korean conflict began at
Kaesong.
In 1962. the Telstai- communications satellite was launched from
Cape Canaveral. Ha.
In 1973. the Bahamas became
independent after three centuries of
British colonial rule.
In 1979, conductor Arthur
Fiedler, who had led the Boston
Pops orchestra for a half-century.
died in Brookline. Mass., at age 84.
In 1989, Mel Blanc, the "man ot
a thousand voices," including such
cartoon characters as Bugs Bunny,
Daffy Duck and Porky Pig. died in
Los Angeles at age 81.

39 Early jazz

1 Boggy lowland
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Let's say you're in six clubs and
West leads the king of diamonds.
How would you play the hand? Of
course, you can't see West's cards,
but you're entitled to make certain
assumptions about them. For his vulnerable overcall, he probably has
five or six diamonds headed by the
A-K plus the guarded king ofspades,
and that's about all you can reasonably surmise at trick one.
If you simply ruff the diamond,
cash the A-K of hearts, ruff a heart

Growers Association.
Births reported include a girl to
Lt. and Mrs. Charles Cannon, June
25; a boy to Seaman and Mrs.
Rupert Outland and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip McCuslin, June 27; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Tilghman
Barrow and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Brigham Futrell, June 28; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.A. Warren.
June 29.
Installed as new officers of
Murray Lions Club were W.Z.
Carter, Leslie Putnam, R.L. Wade,
S.C. McKee, M.W. Hickok, F.D.
Mellen and Shelby Hadden at the
annual picnic held at the Murray
City Park.
70 years ago
As a result of property purchase.
totaling $11,730 by the Murray
State College regents on June 29
and 30, the college campus has been
increased in size to nearly 60 acres,
according President John W. Can.
Land purchases were a small tract of
land from Rainey T. Wells, former
president, whose home is on campus; and purchases of property from
the Monroe Thomas estate, Thomas
Hughes, H.E. Wall and Mrs. Willie
Linn whose land is located near the
site of the new $30,0X) stadium
now under construction.
County relief workers are asking
for clothes for county school children. Schools will be opening soon.
Marriages announced include
Anna Washer to Jack Kelly, June 16:
Flora Johnson to Pat Rowland, June
26; Christine Blakely to Ryan
Graham, June 30; Estelle Vinson to
Milton Outland, July 2.
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.40. NO GRAINS.

NO. SUSAN'S
DONE GREAT ON HIGH
GRAIN, MINIMAL PROTEIN. I'LL HAVE RICE!

10 years ago
Lynda Purcell was named teacher
of the year and Lois Ruiz as volunteer of the year by the Calloway
County Humane Society at its annual banquet.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Prentice
and Lillian Dunn of Murray talking
with Civitan International President
Bill Rogers of Charleston, W.Va., at
the 64th international meeting in
Las Vegas, Nev.
30 years ago
Gale Broach was crowned 1974
Purchase District Fair Queen at the
pageant
at
Mayfield
the
Fairgrounds. She was named as
19'73 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair Queen.
40 years ago
The Murray City Council has
authorized the purchase of a
portable radar unit for the Murray
Police Department. Burman Parker
is the chief of the department.
50 years ago
Waldo Sauter has been appointed
as an assistant professor in the physical education department and as
assistant basketball coach at Murray
State College.
60 years ago
Murray City Park had over 1,600
individuals including old and young
use the newly opened playground.
located between North 8th and 10th
Streets, last week, according to the
Rev. T.H. Mullins, park board chairman.
The tomato crop in this area has
been cut 50 percent by the drought,
according to an estimate made by
Calloway
County
Vegetable

Rectifying the Count

KENTUCKY LAKE Benton Clinic Coming Soon!
EQUINE SERVICES Mobile
Service
Dr. Aim Abernathy - Young
Phone: 270/703-4828 • Pager: 270/538-2046 Available Now!
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'Drums'bringing in guests
from 10 states and Canada
Did you kn

Visitors
from over 10
states and
Canada have
ordered their
tickets for the
Third Annual
Drums
Between the
Rivers Drum
and Bugle
Corps
Competition
Chamber held at Stewart
Chat
Stadium,
By Lisa
lhursday, July
Satterwhite
29 at 7 p.m.?
Assistant
This year's
Director
ticket sales are
Murray/Calloway predicted to
County Chamber surpass the past
of Commerce
two as word of
this entertaining event spreads. If you would
like more information on this
explosive night of competition or
would like to purchase tickets, call
Heather at the Chamber at 753-517.
Visit the web site at www.drumsbetweentherivers.org.

106 MAX HURT DRIVE

Coming Up Around Town
•WKRECC 66th Annual

MSU Photos
Marian Posey, director of MSU institutional services and coordinator of MSU's Town and Gown program. above left, with
Mike Cowen. chairman, center, and Peter Cowen, president.
Sportable Scoreboards recently joined the growing list of businesses as the newest member of the Town and Gown partnership with Murray State University. Posey, lower photo, is also
shown with Tony Thompson, general manager of The Murray
Electric System. The Murray Electric System recently joined
the Town and Gown partnership. Initiated in November, 2002
by Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president, a Town and Gown
partnership was formed between Murray State University and
local community businesses to enhance the quality of life and
learning through cooperation.
For more information on the
Town and Gown Partnership. contact Posey at 762-4415 or marian.posey murraystate.edu.

InBusiness

Leslie joins
Grey's
Properties
WI= I.. "Bill. Leslie has
recently joined the team at Grey's
Properties. LLC located at I 1 1 N.
12th St.
Leslie is a
five
time
National
Archery
Champion and
captain of Team
USA in 2003
the
winning
gold medal in
France in the
archery compeLeslie
tition. He enjoys
fishing, hunting and archery with,
his son. Frankie, who is a sophomore at Murray High School.
Leslie is a 1980 graduate of
Murray High School and is married
to Tracy Leslie, who teaches music
at both North Elementary and
Murray State University.
Leslie attended MSU as a inusiL
major and vs as a member of the
Madison Scouts Drum & Bugle
Corps from Madison. Wis.
Formerly an employee at Fisher
Price. Leslie is using his people
skills as a realtor.

Pepsi opens
Pads facility
PARIS. Tenn.
—
Pepsi
MidAmerica recently broke ground

of its newest facility in Paris. Tenn.
The new facility will be located just
south of.Paris on U.S. 641.
The new site will service northwest Tennessee. including Paris.
Martin, Union City and Waverly.
Pepsi MidAmerica employs
more than 930 employees in a sixstate region.
The company's products include
Pepsi-Cola. Dr Pepper. Seven-Up.
Gatorade, Crush Flavors. Squirt,
Chocolate Moose, Hawaiian Punch,
Sunny Delight, Dole Juices, SoBe
Healthy Refreshments, Upton Tea.
Starbucks Coffee. Crisp N Clear
Bottled Water: Natural Streams
Bottled Water and Aquafina Bottled
Water.

Meeting, Graves Co. Middle
School, Today, noon.
III Summer Drag Boat Race
Series, Pisgah Bay, LBL, July 10 11, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
•Babysitting Class, Center for
Health & Wellness, July 12 & 13,9
- 11 a.m.
▪ OsteoNision Screening,
Center for Health & Wellness, July
13 II Keys to Great Parenting Day
1, Calloway Co. Family Resource
Center, Care for Yourself,: Cuddle,
Talk and Read with your Child,
July 19, 9:30 - 11 a.m., reg. deadline July 14, call 762-7333.
MI Cool and Crawly Critters Day,
Woodlands Nature Station, LBL,
July 17,9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
•Music Man Jr., Playhouse in
the Park, through July 17.
•Sports Physicals, Outpatient
MCCH,July 17 & 24
II Summer Theatre Youth Camp,
Playhouse in the Park, July 19 - 30,
9 a.m. - 1 p.m., call 759-1752.
▪ Keys to Great Parenting Day
2, Calloway Co. Family Resource
Center, Know How Your Child
Develops, July 21, 9:30 - 11 a.m.
II Keys to Great Parenting Day
3, Calloway Co. Family Resource
Center, Show your Child the

World; Practice Health and Safety.
July 23, 9:30 - 11 a.m.
II Drums Between the Rivers,
Stewart Stadium, July 29, 7 p.m.
II Make a Difference Day,
Stewart Stadium, July 31,9 a.m. 1 p.m.
•Hot Summer Moves game
board activity. Center for Health &
Wellness, through Aug.6
III Murray's City-wide Sidewalk
Sale, Aug.6 - 8
IN Murray Main Street
Downtown Farmer's Market, Court
Square, every Saturday through
Oct. 9, 7:30 a.m. - noon.
▪ NBL Sanctioned BMX
Bicycle Racing, MCC Park, every
Saturday through Oct. 30, call 7599460.

Upcoming Ribbon
Cuttings/Open Houses
•JHC Advertising, 4424 hwy.
641 North, July 20, 10 a.m.(new
location).
For more information on bet-opting a member of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce or hosting a Chamber
event contact Tab Brockman or
Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

USA SATTERWHITE'Chamber photo
Chamber members recently celebrated with Murray-Calloway County Hospital the addition of a
state-of-the-art PET/CT scanner unit available to the hospital. This highly technological medical
facility will help better pinpoint areas of treatment for cancer patients as well as other diseases
and bring cutting edge diagnostic services to our area.

Consumers feeling better despite economic news
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Consumers' spirits brightened over
the past month as Americans felt
better about the economy's
prospects, an encouraging sign for
the nation's economic well-being.
The AP-Ipsos consumer confidence index climbed to 92 in July,
up from 91.3 in June. The latest
reading — taken after the Federal
Reserve's first interest rate increase
in four years and a disappointing
employment report — indicated that
consumers took both pieces of news
in stride, analysts said.
"I think the Fed has done a masterful job at packaging and communicating its interest rate increase in a
manner that is non-threatening to
consumers and to investors," said
Carl Tannenbaum, chief economist
at LaSalle Bank.
Economists believe the improvement in confidence reflects a number of factors: a retreat in gasoline
prices, somewhat less anxiety over
the situation in Iraq and the fact that
the economy continues to add jobs,
albeit at a slower pace.

The latest snapshot of consumer
sentiment
also
shows
that
Americans' view of the economy is
considerably more positive compared with a year ago, when the
consumer confidence index stood at
80.5. Last summer, businesses were
cutting thousands of jobs — something that frustrated jobseekers and
made people who still had jobs
worry that the ax could soon fall on
them.
"The attitudes are consistent with
the view that consumers — while
they might not have an excess of
confidence — they are getting more
optimistic as this recovery becomes
more solid," said Tim O'Neill, chief
economist at BMO Financial
Group."Rather than a boom level of
confidence, this is like a boomlet
level of confidence — it is moderate
and appropriately so."
The AP-Ipsos confidence index
is benchmarked to a 100 reading on
January 2002, the month the index
was started by Ipsos.
On Wall Street, stocks rebounded
Friday, helped by better-thanexpected earnings from General

Electric Co. The Dow Jones industrials gained 41.66 points to close at
10,213.22.

McNutt Insurance
Voiled Favorite
Insurance Agency
In Catioway County

118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square
Your best insurance is a good agent

air

STATE AUTO'
rararce CarCires

Kopperud Realty's
eitame 31w Wed
NE\N
osT1NG

50 New Trucks
just added.
Company drivers
receive a $1,500
sign-on bonus
ATTENTION DRIVERS
HazAtat Endorsement
no ionipr required.
Must be 23 with 1 yew

Charming 1.5 story home with spacious rooms, halt acre lot and
great locationTighlights include hardwood flooring, fireplace in
LR, large windows for light filled rooms arid meticulous care.
$199,500 MIS #21700

OTR and CiessACOL

- II Main ‘,L

800-848-0405

753-1222

PADUCAH, Ky. — Too many
Americans are victimized by misleading advertisers who try to
charge unnecessary fees for social
security or Medicare services, said
Bettye Williams, social security
manager in Paducah, Ky.
"No one should be paying middlemen for social security services
that are free," she said."While misleading advertising schemes have
been around for many years, the
Internet adds a new dimension to
the problem. People may go onto
the Internet and use a search engine
to find social security information.
A long list of Web sites will usually
come up, and not all of them lead
back to the Social Security
Administration. Some lead straight
to a private firm seeking to make
money on a similar sounding
name."
Williams cited the case of a person who was arrested for operating
a Web site that charged $11.95 for
an online social security card application, while misleading the public
into believing the site was run by
the Social Security Administration.
The site was shut down and the person was charged with a felony for
falsely representing himself as an
employee of the U.S. government.
Another company offered to
help people get a replacement
social security card— for just $45.
Williams said the Social
Security Administration works hard
to combat misleading advertising.
"There are two federal laws that
deal specifically with misleading
ads. They prohibit companies from
using words or symbols that suggest they have a government affiliation, and they also prohibit misleading ads from being sent through the
U.S. Postal Service."
Social Security's Office of the
Inspector General also keeps an eye
out for potentially misleading
advertisements. Some 60 companies have voluntarily agreed to stop
using ads we questioned or have
changed their ads to comply with
the law.
Williams said "one way to avoid
getting on 'sound-alike' Web sites
is to avoid using a search engine
when looking for social security
information. Just go directly to our
Web site at www.socialsecurity.gov.
There, you'll find reliable and free
information and services about
social security programs."
Also contact the local social
security office for information in
Paducah at 554-7776 or in Mayfield
at 247-8095.

State Auto's Series One Business
Policy is perfect for small-to
mid-size businesses. It's simple,
complete coverage. It gives you
big business benefits, but at small
business prices. Plus you can
count on State Auto for professional and courteous service.
Call today for more information.

Dan McNutt, AM

2209 Quail Creek

Misleading
advertising
brings about

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, IN
www.pthinc-com
Online application now available.

Greg McNutt

